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Advance Information
Lee Krasner
Living Colour
Edited by Eleanor Nairne

Praise for Lee Krasner
‘Exhilarating and thorough’ - Literary Review
’If you want a one-volume guide to Lee Krasner’s work, this is it’ - Artbookreview

Description
A new monograph on the life and work of an outstanding abstract expressionist
painter, now emerging as one of the most important women artists of the 20th
century.
This monograph accompanies the first European retrospective of the work of Lee
Krasner (1908–1984). One of the original abstract expressionists, Krasner’s importance
has for too long been eclipsed by her marriage to Jackson Pollock. In fact, his death in
1956 marked her renaissance as an artist.
Over the course of more than five decades, Krasner continually scrutinized and
reinvented her practice, giving her work formidable energy and impact. Her
accomplishments began to be recognized toward the end of her life and in 1984 she
became one of the few women artists to be given a solo exhibition at MoMA. As Krasner
quipped about her belated recognition: ‘I was a woman, Jewish, a widow, a damn good
painter, thank you, and a little too independent’.
This volume features an outstanding selection of her most important paintings, collages
and drawings, contextualized by photography from the post-war period, an illustrated
chronology, and includes an unpublished interview with her biographer Gail Levin.
Tracing her evolution as an artist – from her earliest self-portraits to the acclaimed ‘little
image’ series, from her 1950s collages to epic painterly canvases – this book offers a
vivid impression of one of the most tenacious women artists of the 20th century, whose
work and life feels more relevant than ever today.

Provisional Publication
May 2019
Extent
240 pp
Size
28.0 x 22.0 cm
Illustrations
214 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£35.00
ISBN 978 0 500 094082

Author
Eleanor Nairne is an art historian and curator at Barbican Art Gallery, London, where
her previousexhibitions include ‘Basquiat: Boom for Real’ (2017). She has contributed
to a number of publications, among them the Basquiat monograph Kings, Heroes and the
Street: The Art of Jean-Michel Basquiat, and is a contributor to frieze. She is also a former
Jerwood Writer in Residence.
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Advance Information
On the Line

Conversations with Sean Scully
Kelly Grovier
A unique insight into the life and art of Sean Scully, an internationally celebrated
artist and creative practitioner at the height of his powers.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2021
Extent
256pp
Size
22.9 x 15.2cm
Illustrations
146 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£25.00
BIC BGF
Biography: arts & entertainment
BISAC BIO001000
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
: Artists, Architects, Photographers
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•

Rags-to-riches life story of this major artist, whose students included Ai Weiwei.

•

Celebrates the close professional relationship established between author and
artist through carefully crafted conversations.

•

Presented in an attractive format, following in the steps of the bestselling Man with
a Blue Scarf and A Bigger Message.

•

Coincides with a major touring retrospective exhibition opening at the Modern Art
Museum of Fort Worth, Texas, in 2021.

Praise for On the Line
‘[Scully is] an artist whose name belongs on the shortest of the shortlists of major
painters of our time’ - Arthur Danto
Description
Sean Scully’s paintings of brushy stripes and blocks of sumptuous colour are critically
acclaimed and widely admired. Less well known is what a gifted storyteller and
profound commentator on the history of art he is. In this fascinating book, the record
of countless hours of conversations with Scully’s friend, the art critic Kelly Grovier, the
painter reflects on his extraordinary journey – from homelessness on the streets of
Dublin in the mid-1940s to his current position as one of the most important abstract
artists working today.
In these revealing conversations, Scully recalls with poignancy and wit his roughand-tumble childhood in London (where his family moved when he was a toddler), his
tenacity in the face of rejection from nearly every art school in England, and his rise to
prominence in New York in the 1980s.
Illustrated throughout with images that capture both the artist and his work, this
volume explores Scully’s relationship with past masters, from Rembrandt to Rothko,
and delves deep into his eventual rejection in the late 1970s of minimalism – the
dominant force in abstract art at the time. Punctuated throughout by passionately
recounted stories of struggle and loss, perseverance and triumph, the portrait that
emerges from these pages is at once intimate and surprising. The book reflects the
scope of Scully’s broad interests and opinions, with segments devoted not only to his
attitudes towards the art world and his most significant works, but also culture, politics
and philosophy. Scully communicates with a raw pugnacity that is every bit as hardhitting as his big brushstrokes.
With 146 illustrations in colour
Author
Kelly Grovier is a feature writer for BBC Culture and the author of several acclaimed
studies of art, including 100 Works of Art That Will Define Our Age, Art Since 1989 and
A New Way of Seeing: The History of Art in 57 Works, published by Thames & Hudson.
His writings have appeared in the Times Literary Supplement, The Independent, the
Sunday Times, the Observer, the RA Magazine and Wired magazine. His history of
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Advance Information
Looking Back at Francis Bacon
David Sylvester

A unique portrait of one of the creative geniuses of the 20th century, by
the distinguished critic David Sylvester.
Key Sales Information

New in paperback.
Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2021
Extent
272pp
Size
26.8 x 21.2cm
Illustrations
0 illustrations
Binding
Paperback
Price
£30.00
BIC AGB
Individual artists, art monographs
BISAC ART016030
ART : Individual Artists :
Monographs

•

Surveys the development of Bacon’s work from 1933 to the early 1990s, and
discusses critically a number of its crucial aspects.

•

Reproduces extracts from the author’s celebrated conversations with Bacon in
which the artist speaks about himself, modern painters and the art of the past.

•

David Sylvester was close friends with and had deep personal knowledge of
Bacon’s inspirations, intentions and working methods; his book Interviews with
Francis Bacon is one of the seminal books on art of the last fifty years.

Praise for Looking Back at Francis Bacon
‘Highly enjoyable, and sealed with insider authority … a primary document of Baconology …
Sylvester brings out what was lovable in his great friend’ - Julian Bell, London Review of Books
‘An extended rumination on Bacon which throws a great deal of light, not only on what made the
painter so good, but also on what makes Sylvester so good … as it is, it seems most unlikely that any
text will ever get closer than this to the truth about Francis Bacon, as man and artist’ - Martin Gayford,
The Spectator
‘A triumphant distillation of Sylvester’s views on a painter he so rightly prized … Sylvester’s ability to
make illuminating comparisons is superb, and he never forgets that Bacon was also nourished by
photography, film and poetry. Above all, though, Sylvester focuses on the paintings themselves. No
writer on art scrutinizes the work itself more closely, intently and thoughtfully. He never loses sight of
his own, deeply felt response, and conveys it in words that recreate the intensity of looking at Bacon’s
fierce, profoundly troubled paintings’ - Richard Cork, The Times

Description
Controversial in both life and art, Francis Bacon was one of the most important painters of the 20th
century. His monumental, unsettling images have an extraordinary power to disturb, shock and haunt
the spectator, ‘to unlock the valves of feeling and therefore return the onlooker to life more violently’.
Drawing on his personal knowledge of Bacon’s inspirations, intentions and working methods, David
Sylvester surveys the development of the work from 1933 to the early 1990s, and discusses critically
a number of its crucial aspects.
He also reproduces previously unpublished extracts from his celebrated conversations with Bacon in
which the artist speaks about himself, modern painters and the art of the past. Finally, Sylvester gives
a brief account of Bacon’s life, correcting certain errors that elsewhere have been presented as facts.
Divided into the sections ‘Review’, ‘Reflections’, ‘Fragments of Talk’ and ‘Biographical Note’, Looking
Back at Francis Bacon is a unique portrait of one of the creative geniuses of our age by a writer of
comparable distinction.

Author
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David Sylvester CBE (1924–2001) was a prominent writer, art critic and curator, and
a leading authority on René Magritte, Henry Moore and, in particular, Francis Bacon. He first wrote
about Bacon’s work in the late 1940s, and the pair soon became close friends. Over the next forty
years, he was Bacon’s Boswell, interpreter, confidant, occasional model and briefly agent. He curated
or co-curated numerous major exhibitions at museums around the world, including one-man shows of
Picasso, Miró, Magritte, Moore, Giacometti and Bacon. His published books include Interviews with
Francis Bacon and the five-volume Magritte catalogue raisonné.
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Advance Information
Making it Modern

Essays on the Art of the Now
Linda Nochlin, Edited by Aruna D’Souza

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2022
Extent
448pp
Size
23.5 x 17.0cm
Illustrations
126 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£35.00
BIC ACX
History of art & design styles: from
c 1900 BISAC ART015100
ART : History : Modern (late 19th
Century to 1945)

•

The final compilation of writings by Nochlin, who was involved in the project’s early
stages before her death in 2017.

•

Including seven previously unpublished pieces, this collection highlights the
breadth and diversity of Nochlin’s output across the decades, including discussions
on colonialism, fashion and sex. She drew on literature and scholarship in many
fields, as well as the arts, political events and feminist activism.

•

A pioneering feminist, Linda Nochlin was also one of the world’s pre-eminent
scholars on social art history and modernism.

Description
A selection of key essays by one of the most influential voices in art history,
including seven previously unpublished pieces.
This illustrated, edited collection of essays brings together for the first time some of
the pioneering art historian Linda Nochlin’s most important writings on modernism
and modernity from across her six-decade career. Before the publication of her
seminal tract on feminism in art, ‘Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’,
Nochlin had already firmly established herself as a major practitioner of a politically
sophisticated and class-conscious social art history, with her writings on modernism
being transformative to the discipline.
Nochlin embraced Charles Baudelaire’s conviction that modernity meant to be
of one’s time - and that the role of an art historian was to understand the art of the
past not only in its own historical context, but according to the urgencies of the
contemporary world. From academic debates about the nude in the 18th century to
the work of Robert Gober in the 21st, whatever she turned her analytic eye to was
very much conceived as the art of the now - the art we need to look at to navigate the
complexities and contradictions of the present.
Author
Linda Nochlin (1931–2017) was Lila Acheson Wallace Professor Emerita of Modern
Art at New York University Institute of Fine Arts. Her numerous publications include
Women, Art and Power, Representing Women and Courbet, as well as the pioneering
essay from 1971: ‘Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?’. Aruna D’Souza is
an editor, writer and curator. Her book Whitewalling: Art, Race, and Protest in 3 Acts
was named one of the best art books of 2018 by the New York Times.
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Advance Information
Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement
Whitney Chadwick, Foreword by Dawn Ades

New in paperback, Whitney Chadwick’s groundbreaking study of women in the
Surrealist movement.
Key Sales Information

New in B-format paperback
Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2021
Extent
320pp
Size
22.9 x 15.2cm
Illustrations
145 illustrations
Binding
Paperback with flaps
Price
£20.00
BIC ACXD7
Art & design styles: Surrealism &
Dada
BISAC ART015100
ART : History : Modern (late 19th
Century to 1945)
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hukdcustomerservices@hachette.co.uk

•

Available again in B-format paperback after some years out of print.

•

Examines the work and careers of Eileen Agar, Leonora Carrington, Leonor Fini,
Frida Kahlo, Dorothea Tanning and Kay Sage, all surrealist painters.

Praise for Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement
‘Presents a wealth of imagery and information about artists who commanded respect
from their male contemporaries…as such it will be of great value both in reassessing
the history of Surrealism and in illuminating the persistent marginalization of women’s
art’ - The Oxford Art Journal
‘Professor Chadwick’s book has been centrally important and has initiated a vital recentring of the whole Surrealist enterprise’ - Times Higher Education Supplement
‘Admirable’ - Burlington Magazine
Description
This pioneering book stands as the most comprehensive treatment of the lives, ideas
and art works of the remarkable group of women who were an essential part of the
Surrealist movement. Frida Kahlo, Meret Oppenheim and Dorothea Tanning, among
many others, became an embodiment of their age as they struggled towards artistic
maturity and their own ‘liberation of the spirit’ in the context of the Surrealist revolution.
Their stories and their achievements are presented here against the background of the
turbulent decades of the 1920s, 30s and 40s, and the war that forced Surrealism into
exile in New York and Mexico.
With 145 illustrations in colour
Author
Whitney Chadwick is an art historian and educator, who has published widely on
contemporary art, modernism, Surrealism, and gender and sexuality. Among her many
books are Women, Art and Society, The Militant Muse and, with Isabelle de Courtivron,
Significant Others: Creativity and Intimate Partnership.
Contents
Introduction
1. Search for a Muse
2. The Muse as Artist
3. Revolution and Sexuality
4. The Female Earth: Nature and the Imagination
5. Women Artists and the Hermetic Tradition
6. Cycles of Narrative Fantasy
Notes
Target Market
Art students and historians.
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Advance Information
FINAL

The World New Made
Figurative Painting in the Twentieth Century
Timothy Hyman
A celebration of the richness of figurative painting over the last
100 years and a passionate critique of the accepted history of art
in the 20th century.
Key Sales Information
• Contains case studies of over 50 artists from around the world, including Frida Kahlo,
Edvard Munch, Otto Dix and Max Beckmann, as well as lesser-known artists such as
Alice Neel, Bhupen Khakhar and Charlotte Salomon.
• Structured not as a general survey, but as an in-depth exploration of over 130 specific
paintings, and accompanying artists’ writings.

Provisional Publication
October 2016

• Renewed interest in figurative painting makes this essential reading for anyone keen
to understand the ongoing traditions in modern and contemporary painting.

Extent
256pp

Advance acclaim for The World New Made

Size
26.0 x 19.0 cm

‘Wonderfully concrete in detail and wide-ranging in scope, Timothy Hyman’s The World
New Made constructs a new and convincing scenario for the history of 20th-century
painting’ Linda Nochlin
‘A highly original history of 20th-century painting … there are brilliant insights and
connections on every page’ David Bindman

Target Market

Illustrations
158 illustrations
Binding
Hardback

Art students, art lovers, artists and anyone interested in contemporary culture.

Price
£32.00

Description

ISBN 978 0 500 239452

Figurative painting is due a reappraisal. From the early 1950s to the early 1980s,
modern art and abstraction were almost synonymous, with figurative painters cast as
‘backward children’, conservative throwbacks and outdated survivors. In The World New
Made, Timothy Hyman argues that figuration never went away; abstraction was just
one of the ways by which artists renewed pictorial language.
The World New Made is structured not as a general survey, but as an in-depth
exploration of over 130 specific paintings, and accompanying artists’ writings. Focusing
on those painters who took a contrary path, he presents a case for these artists as
a resistance of sorts. Starting with the oppressive stylistic imperative that set in as
Cubism became a movement, he guides us through the Neue Sachlichkeit response
to Expressionism, Intimism, ‘outsiders’ and the aftermath of Abstract Expressionism,
towards a new kind of history painting. He shows how abstraction becomes a midwife
to a new kind of figuration, with Matisse, Picasso, Rousseau, Bacon, Edward Burra,
Anselm Kiefer, Jack Yeats, Paula Rego, Lucian Freud, Red Grooms, Neo Rauch, Howard
Hodgkin and others, all staking out their separate territories.
A celebration of the richness of human-centred painting over the last century,
Timothy Hyman’s lavishly illustrated new book – distilled from many decades of
looking and writing – brings these often-marginalized artists centre stage. Together
they offer a counter-argument to Western formalism, and a foundation for the
figurative painters of the 21st century.

Author
Timothy Hyman is an art critic and historian, as well as a painter. He was elected a Royal
Academician in 2011 and is an honorary research fellow at the University of London.
He is the author of Bonnard and Sienese Painting, both published by Thames & Hudson.
3 June 2016
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Advance Information
Postures: Body Language in Art
Desmond Morris

Desmond Morris, bestselling author of The Naked Ape, explores
how understanding posture and body language can change the
way we look at art.
Key Sales Information
• An entirely fresh way of looking at art, uniquely combining the author’s expertise
in both art and social science, so that even the most familiar paintings are suddenly
seen in a new light.
• Morris analyses a wide range of imagery, from prehistoric masks, Greek statues,
Renaissance frescoes and old master paintings to folk and contemporary art.

Provisional Publication
October 2019
Extent
320pp

• Covers universal gestures and body language, such as the handshake, the pointed foot,
the middle finger, mooning and the clenched fist.

Size
24.0 x 16.5cm

Target Market

Illustrations
231 illustrations

Art students and scholars; anyone interested in body language and/or social science.

Description
Examining the body language displayed in works of art is a whole new way of looking
at art. The gestures portrayed can reflect the mores of a particular period in history,
the customs of a certain culture or a fashion in artistic styles. Exploring these with
masterful subtlety, celebrated artist and anthropologist Desmond Morris uncovers
fascinating insights about changing social attitudes and conventions through history
and around the world, finding surprising similarities as well as now rarely used gestures.
Morris selects a number of key gestures, such as the handshake, the pointed foot,
or the glove-slap, and groups them by the message they are intended to convey, such
as Greetings, Status and Threats. He discusses the previously unconsidered symbolism
behind these. What is understood as a gang sign today may have borne a more
enigmatic meaning for Botticelli. And what did Napoleon’s hidden hand really mean?
Postures: Body Language in Art uniquely combines the author’s expertise in both art and
social science, so that even the most familiar paintings are suddenly seen in a new light.

Binding
Hardback
Price
£24.95
ISBN 978 0 500 022610

Contents
Introduction • 1. Greetings • 2. Blessings • 3. Status • 4. Insults • 5. Threats • 6. Distress
7. Self-Protection • 8. Erotic

Author
Desmond Morris is a zoologist, ethnologist and painter, as well as a popular author
in human sociobiology. He is the bestselling author of The Naked Ape (1967),
The Human Zoo (1969), Manwatching (1977), Body Talk: A World Guide to Gestures
(1994), The Artistic Ape: Three Million Years of Art (2013) and The Lives of the Surrealists
(Thames & Hudson, 2018), as well as many other titles.
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Advance Information
Art Day by Day

366 Brushes with History
Edited by Alex Johnson
A daily almanac that presents a selection of art historical events for every day
of the year from momentous and headline-grabbing, to intimate, amusing or
revelatory.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2021
Extent
464pp
Size
21.6 x 13.8cm
Illustrations
0 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£16.99
BIC AC
History of art / art & design styles
BISAC ART015000
ART : History : General

•

An accessible, fun, and eclectic introduction to art presented through quotes, diary
excerpts, letters, speeches, transcripts and other testimony.

•

Offers an engrossing insight into the mind of the artist, as well as an informative
overview of culture throughout the ages and across the globe.

•

Almanac format makes it relevant all year round.

Description
Art Day by Day presents snapshots of the most exciting, unusual and noteworthy art
events from around the world and throughout history through direct testimonies,
eyewitness accounts and contemporary chroniclers.
Each day has its own section, starting with an extended quote giving artists, critics
and commentators their voice to speak directly to us, followed by a brief explanatory
text, and ending with other important events in art on that day e.g. births, deaths and
exhibition openings. Not every entry is momentous, but all are significant. Yes, there
are thefts, murders, artistic mishaps and eureka moments, but there are also more
relatable episodes such as President Theodore Roosevelt’s doodles, Michelangelo
writing to his nephew about his kidney stones and Monet getting the green light for his
water garden. Every day has a story to tell.
Author
Alex Johnson is a journalist and writer. A regular contributor to the Independent, he
also runs the popular design and lifestyle blogs Bookshelf and Shedworking. He has
written several books, including Bookshelf and Improbable Libraries, both published by
Thames & Hudson.
Contents
366 detailed entries plus several concise ‘Also on this day’ entries for each day.
Target Market
Art lovers; gift; museum- and gallery-goers.
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Advance Information
Apocalypse Ready

The manual of manuals; a century of panic prevention
Taras Young

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2022
Extent
256pp
Size
24.0 x 17.0cm
Illustrations
750 illustrations
Binding
PLC
Price
£25.00
BIC JFCA
Popular culture
BISAC SOC022000
SOCIAL SCIENCE : Popular
Culture
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•

Taps into the zeitgeist enhanced by the impact of climate change and the COVID-19
pandemic concerning the fear of imminent worldwide disaster and the desire for
governments to take charge and prepare for calamity.

•

A new take on the survival guide that approaches apocalypse planning through a
historical lens, showcasing original artworks from public information publications
issued by governments around the globe for more than a century.

•

Authored by Taras Young, one of the UK’s leading collectors of public information
on Cold War-era civil defence.

Description
An expertly curated compilation of officially published step-by-step guides on how
to deal with every kind of disaster imaginable, drawn from government archives all
around the world from the 1910s to today.
Organized into four broad disaster-themed scenarios - Pandemics, Natural Disasters,
Nuclear War and Alien Invasion - this visual guide displays the plethora of public
survival advice and scare tactics proposed from all around the globe to deal with every
disaster scenario that has occurred or been imagined since the early 20th century.
From leaflets showing how to build an earthquake shelter to booklets providing
step-by-step advice on how to protect yourself and your family during a nuclear
war, and from posters showing how to minimize your chances of catching Spanish
flu to documents indicating how to identify aliens, this carefully curated selection
of disaster-planning documents reveals differences in public attitudes towards
impending catastrophe since the 1910s and showcases the variety of approaches
taken by governments in advising their citizens. Informative commentary provides
historical context for the official advice, exploring how our universal preoccupation
with apocalypse has manifested around the globe, and explanatory captions clarify the
messages contained in the survival documents.
Author
Taras Young is author of Nuclear War in the UK (2019) and of the blog Communicating
the Unthinkable, and has written articles and essays for History Today, BBC History
magazine, Fortean Times and Wellcome. He has been researching and collecting Cold
War, natural disaster and alien invasion brochures, booklets and posters for over a
decade and contributed material to the 2018 exhibition ‘War of Nerves’, a joint venture
between the Wellcome Collection and the Wende Museum (USA).
Contents
Introduction to The End of the World
1. Pandemic: Spanish Flu; Asian Flu/Hong Kong Flu; Tuberculosis; HIV/AIDS;
Coronaviruses
2. Natural Disaster: Volcano; Earthquake; Flood; Hurricane
3. Nuclear Attack: Protection; Shelter; Survival; Mutually Assured Destruction
4. Alien Invasion: Identification; Communication; Conflict

All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
Total War

A People’s History of the Second World War
Kate Clements, Paul Cornish, Vikki Hawkins, Foreword by Margaret MacMillan
An innovative illustrated history of the Second World War, told with the help of
personal stories from across the globe.
Key Sales Information

•

Truly international in scope, exploring how the Second World War changed the lives
of the many millions involved, from all parts of society.

•

Considers the worldwide impact of the conflict, from the evolution of the war
across its most significant theatres to poignant examples of human experience in
the face of unprecedented global events.

•

Features many never-before-seen images as part of a bold visual approach to a
subject that is of perennial interest to a general audience.

•

Illustrated throughout with infographics and maps specially produced for the
book by designer and illustrator Valentina D’Efilippo, co-creator of The Infographic
History of the World.

•

Published in partnership with the Imperial War Museums on the occasion of the
long-awaited opening of their new Second World War Galleries in 2021.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2021
Extent
288pp
Size
27.5 x 21.5cm
Illustrations
390 illustrations
Binding
PLC
Price
£35.00
BIC HBWQ
Second World War
BISAC HIS027100
HISTORY : Military : World War II

Description
Total War is an illustrated account of the most pivotal historical episode of the 20th
century: the Second World War. It was not one single event, but rather the confluence
of many simultaneous conflicts across the globe – on land, in the air, across the sea
and beneath it. The state of ‘total war’ revealed nations in turmoil, destroying the
boundaries between civilians and combatants and unleashing violence, death and
destruction on a scale never previously experienced. This authoritative, immersive
account of a conflict that forever reshaped the geopolitical landscape is told not
only through compelling photographs of wartime events and detailed maps, but also
through a series of artefacts that convey the real-life stories of those involved, from
Europe, Asia, the United States and beyond.
Total War is an essential volume for anyone with an interest in the everyday realities
of one of the most brutal and significant wars in modern history. Many unique images
from the IWM’s Second World War and Holocaust collection are included, some being
published for the first time. From German-Jewish passports and dolls made by Latvian
war refugees, to Molotov cocktails and US bomber squadron flying gear, the book
delves into the significance behind the deeply moving objects reproduced. With
precision, sensitivity and a truly global approach, Total War offers a strikingly original
visual perspective on an emotive and often controversial subject.
With 390 illustrations
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Author
Paul Cornish is a senior curator at the Imperial War Museums (IWM), and the IWM’s
firearms specialist. Vikki Hawkins is a curator at the IWM. Kate Clements is a curator
for the new Second World War Galleries at IWM London.
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Advance Information
Dinosaurs

New Visions of a Lost World
Michael J. Benton, Illustrated by Bob Nicholls
An illustrated guide to our astonishing new understanding of dinosaurs, with the
latest science and the most accurate and visually stunning palaeoart.
Key Sales Information

•

The most up-to-date telling of the full story revealed by the many new fossil finds
that have hit the news headlines, explaining and illustrating how these finds are
changing our understanding of the way dinosaurs looked and behaved.

•

The author, Michael Benton, heads the world number one-ranked palaeontology
research group at the University of Bristol and is at the forefront of new scientific
research. He is the go-to expert consulted by the world’s media when new dinosaur
finds are reported, with a level of expertise matched by no more than a handful of
people in the world.

•

Specially commissioned artworks by Bob Nicholls, one of the world’s leading
palaeoartists, reconstruct fifteen species using every detail of the latest scientific
discoveries to visualize dinosaurs with an accuracy that would have been
impossible even five years ago.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2021
Extent
240pp
Size
24.6 x 18.6cm
Illustrations
over 150 colour illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£25.00
BIC WNA
Dinosaurs & the prehistoric world
BISAC NAT007000
NATURE : Animals : Dinosaurs &
Prehistoric Creatures
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Description
Dinosaurs are not what you thought they were – or at least, they didn’t look like you
thought they did. The world-leading palaeontologist Michael J. Benton brings us a new
visual guide to the world of the dinosaurs, showing how rapid advances in technology
and amazing new fossil finds have changed the way we see dinosaurs forever.
Stunning new illustrations from palaeoartist Bob Nicholls display the latest and most
exciting scientific discoveries in vibrant colour.
No book before this has been so rigorous in its use of new data that finally tell us how
dinosaurs actually looked. From Sinosauropteryx, the first dinosaur to have
its colour patterns identified – a ginger and white striped tail – by Benton’s team at
Bristol University in 2010, to the recent research on the mixed feathers and scales of
Kulindadromeus, this is the first book to be based on cutting-edge scientific research.
Each chapter focuses on one particular species, featuring a specially commissioned
illustration that brings to life the latest scientific breakthroughs, with accompanying
text exploring how palaeontologists have become able to determine new details such
as the patterns on skin and the colours of feathers of animals that lived millions of
years ago. This will be a visual compendium to surprise and challenge everything you
thought you knew about what dinosaurs looked like and how they lived.
With over 150 illustrations in colour.

Author
Michael J. Benton is Professor of Vertebrate Palaeontology and head of the worldleading Palaeobiology Research Group at the University of Bristol. He has written more
than fifty books, including The Dinosaurs Rediscovered and When Life Nearly Died,
both published by Thames & Hudson. Bob Nicholls is one of the leading palaeoartists
in the world. His work is regularly used to illustrate the latest discoveries in both
science journals and the general press.
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Advance Information
The Universe
A Biography
Paul Murdin

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2022
Extent
304pp
Size
23.4 x 15.3cm
Illustrations
100 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£25.00
BIC HBG
General & world history
BISAC HIS000000
HISTORY : General
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•

Structured in a clear, accessible fashion as a ‘life-story’ of our Universe, beginning
at the Big Bang and proceeding stage by stage through the story of our universe.

•

Paul Murdin is an international authority on astronomy and at the cutting edge of
scientific research - he was the first person to describe a black hole and brings his
great learning to this key subject.

•

lllustrated throughout and enlivened with anecdotes about scientists, what they
discovered and how: this is popular science writing of the highest order.

•

As we push further into space and learn more about the planets around us, the
very question of what the Universe is and what we know of it becomes ever more
important to our own future.

Description
The story of our Universe, from its beginning in the first milliseconds of the Big
Bang right up to our present moment and beyond, told in a gripping narrative.
Everyone knows astronomers use telescopes to peer into distant space. They also
use them as a time machine to look back into the past. In this brilliant and original
book, Paul Murdin lays out the entire history of the Universe backwards along a line
of sight through space, from here on Earth into the distance, leading us step by step
through the deep history of time and space.
We live in a golden age of science writing, where weighty subjects such as quantum
physics and genetics are routinely rendered intelligible to mass audiences. Our
knowledge of the Universe has been greatly advanced through cutting-edge scientific
research, as well as a new age of space exploration and discovery. Murdin draws on
his huge experience in the field of explaining such difficult concepts as black holes,
nebulas and dark matter to describe the most important characters and events in the
history of our Universe: the most powerful explosions, the largest planets, galaxies and
the celestial bodies most relevant to our story. Everyone can see that it is dark at night,
but not all know that this proves that the universe had a beginning. Or that two-thirds
of the atoms in your body are hydrogen atoms formed in the first few minutes of the Big
Bang: you are a by-product of the manufacture of galaxies and stars. Murdin ends by
offering a glimpse into future of our Universe and what it means to us all.
Author
Paul Murdin is Professor Emeritus at the University of Cambridge’s Institute of
Astronomy. Since 1963 he has been a research scientist (studying supernovae, black
holes and neutron stars), an observatory administrator and a science policy maker for
the government and the Royal Astronomical Society in the UK. In a parallel career he
is a broadcaster and commentator for the BBC and CNN and is identified as the codiscoverer of the first stellar black hole found in our Galaxy, Cygnus X-1.
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Advance Information
The Greek Myths That Shape the Way We Think
Richard Buxton

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
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Extent
304pp
Size
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Illustrations
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Binding
Hardback
Price
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•

Recent trend for literary retellings of Greek myths shows a large readership who
want more thoughtful explorations of the famous tales.

•

Greek myths are popular around the world, a core subject with perennial interest.

•

Richard Buxton, author of the bestselling The Complete World of Greek Mythology,
deftly handles the myths with authority and insight.

Praise for The Greek Myths That Shape the Way We Think
‘”Promethean” and “Herculean”: everyday words in our English language but they
evoke a wealth of mythical associations when one delves back - as Richard Buxton
does so brilliantly - into their ancient Greek origins. Buxton’s adroit selection of ancient
myths to re-tell is perfectly suited to explaining as well as narrating these stories’
enduring charm’ - Paul Cartledge, A.G. Leventis Professor of Greek Culture emeritus,
University of Cambridge
Description
A sophisticated look into the eight Greek myths that remain the most relevant to
us today, exploring their powerful cultural impact from their ancient origins to the
present.
The Greek myths have been retold countless times, first by the conquering Romans,
then through the medieval and Renaissance eras of Europe, and finally finding new
expression in masterworks of art, literature and cinema on the global stage. Classical
scholar Richard Buxton explores the stories at the heart of this ancient mythology and
how they have come to influence our society today.
The Greek legends seem to speak to us universally, their deities tantalizingly human
- often indulging in behaviours morally ambiguous at best and obscene at worst - and
their heroes dealing with dilemmas and destinies that echo, if exaggeratedly, conflicts
in our own lives. The dramatic choices that such figures as Prometheus, Medea and
Oedipus face have resonated with audiences over thousands of years. Each chapter
focuses on a mythical character and the powerful stories and interpretations that
surround them. Yet the myths’ relevance has not been uniform; they shift with the
cultural tide. They have endured moments of censure, criticism, and even ridicule, but
now their influence can be recognized almost everywhere, from opera to psychology,
from fashion to contemporary art.
How is it that these tales have retained their power to connect with our own
fascinations, fears and desires, though they came from a world very different from our
own? Here Buxton charts their cultural impact through a rich variety of re-imaginings,
examining the many guises they have taken through the ages and the profound truths
that they continue to illuminate.
Author
Richard Buxton has been researching and writing about Greek myths for over forty
years. He is Emeritus Professor of Classics at the University of Bristol and author of
numerous books, including The Complete World of Greek Mythology.
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Advance Information
France: A Short History
Jeremy Black

A concise history of France from prehistory to the present, recounting the great
events and personalities and exploring France’s cultural and political influence
today.
Key Sales Information

•

Jeremy Black is an expert at writing succinct, entertaining popular history.

•

France is the most visited tourist destination in the world, and its history and culture
inspire enduring fascination.

•

Focuses on the major events in French history as well as the cultural monuments
that so many are drawn to every year.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
June 2021
Extent
256pp
Size
21.6 x 13.8cm
Illustrations
24 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£16.99
BIC HBJD
European history
BISAC HIS013000
HISTORY : Europe : France
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Praise for France: A Short History
‘A superb account of 2,000 years of France and the French in the making by a master
of his craft. Bold insights and evocative detail are combined in a narrative that is
a pleasure to read. A tour de force’ - Robert Gildea, Professor of Modern History,
University of Oxford
‘Readers of his many previous works will not be disappointed by this addition to the
Jeremy Black canon. Encyclopaedic knowledge and a lifelong enthusiasm for visiting
French historical sites underpin his new concise survey of French history from
prehistoric times right down to Emmanuel Macron’ - William Doyle, Professor Emeritus
of History, University of Bristol
Description
Artists, martyrs, kings, revolutionaries: France’s sense of national identity is
inextricably linked to its dramatic history, which fascinates the world and attracts
millions each year to visit its chateaux and cathedrals, boulevards and vineyards.
Ancient roots allied to a social, political and military history that has witnessed
revolution, conflict and occupation mean that France holds a unique position in the
modern world. In this short, easy-to-digest history of a vast subject, Jeremy Black
succinctly narrates how France’s past has created its distinct character.
Country and destination, nation and idea, France has an incomparable cultural legacy,
and exerts a powerful artistic, intellectual and political influence across the globe.
Black’s vivid take on history emphasizes the unexpected nature of events and
unpredictable outcomes on a fragmented country, from the prehistoric cave paintings
of Lascaux to the origins of Gothic architecture, from Monet and Degas to the Lumière
brothers, and from the cataclysm of the 1789 Revolution through the countercultural
student protests of 1968 to today’s gilets jaunes. Black’s concise, insightful tour of the
key historical moments and vibrant personalities that shaped France provides an
indispensable guide to understanding the country today.

Author
Jeremy Black is one of the UK’s most respected and prolific historians. He is a Senior
Fellow at Policy Exchange, Emeritus Professor of History at Exeter University and a
renowned expert on the history of war. His recent books include A Brief History of Italy
and A Brief History of Spain.
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Advance Information
The Emperors of Byzantium

Kevin Lygo, Foreword by Robert Peston, Introduction by Bettany Hughes

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2022
Extent
336pp
Size
24.0 x 16.5cm
Illustrations
180 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£25.00
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•

Relates the rise and fall of one of the world’s greatest empires, brought vividly to
life.

•

Accessible, clear account that offers a topical reassessment of this momentous
period of history, especially in light of recent political events that have thrown
Europe and its geographical neighbours into the spotlight.

•

Introduction by historian and broadcaster Bettany Hughes; foreword by prominent
political editor Robert Peston.

•

Comprehensively illustrated to showcase the magnificence and splendour of
Byzantine art.

Praise for The Emperors of Byzantium
‘Kevin Lygo is a connoisseur, collector and specialist in the Byzantine era, which
when combined with his flair for storytelling, make this a publication to savour’ - Will
Gompertz
Description
A compelling and vivid narrative history of one of the founding civilizations of the
modern world, the Byzantine empire, evocatively told through the lives of its 92
emperors.
The Byzantine empire was one of the most successful states of the Middle Ages,
ruling over a huge terrain straddling Europe and western Asia for an unrivalled eleven
hundred years. Yet its history remains largely unfamiliar. This chronicle brings this
majestic yet turbulent period to life through the lives of its emperors: supreme military
commander, Head of State and God’s representative on earth, no less.
These were the men and women that presided over many of the foundations of the
modern world, from the establishment of the Eastern Orthodox Christian faith, to the
magnificent artistic heritage of Hagia Sophia and Mount Athos, and the creation of a
visual template for Christian art.
Each illustrated biographical entry contributes to the story of how Byzantium shaped
our art, culture, religious beliefs and justice systems, and the role this extraordinary
empire played in halting repeated invasions, allowing the idea of ‘Europe’ to flourish.
Through stories of nobility and petty revenge, of religious devotion and brutal
genocide, and of sexual intrigue and artistic brilliance; from soaring intellectuals to
illiterate peasants, eunuchs and despots, this is a humanizing portrayal of individuals,
whose role impacted the lives of millions.
Author
Kevin Lygo is an expert in Islamic and Byzantine art who has travelled across Europe
and the Middle East extensively. He has previously edited the publications Portraits of
the Masters: Bronze Sculptures of the Tibetan Buddhist Lineages (2003) and Pages of
the Qur’an. A study of Islamic Calligraphy (2011). He is Director of Television at ITV and
was formerly Director of Television at Channel 4. Bettany Hughes is an award-winning
historian, author and broadcaster. Robert Peston is a journalist, writer and the Political
Editor of ITV News.
All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
The Red Sea Scrolls

How Ancient Papyri Reveal the Secrets of the Pyramids
Pierre Tallet, Mark Lehner

Key Sales Information

•

Groundbreaking Egyptology: the first book to present to the general public the new
insights that the world’s oldest papyri – Merer’s journals – reveal about how ancient
Egyptians constructed the Great Pyramid of Giza.

•

Written by world authorities: Tallet discovered the Red Sea Papyri; Lehner is author
of the bestselling The Complete Pyramids and revealed the quarries, pyramid town
and harbour at Giza.

•

Essential reading reading for anyone who wants to understand the Great Pyramid at
Giza – how it was built and its impact on ancient Egyptian civilization.

•

Full-colour illustration throughout: includes detailed photography, diagrams, maps
and plans.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
January 2022
Extent
320pp
Size
24.0 x 17.0cm
Illustrations
With over 200 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£30.00
BIC HDDG
Egyptian archaeology / Egyptology
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HISTORY : Ancient : Egypt
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Description
The inside story, told by the archaeological detectives themselves, of the
extraordinary discovery of the world’s oldest papyri – revealing how King Khufu’s
men built the Great Pyramid at Giza.
Pierre Tallet’s discovery of the Red Sea Scrolls – the world’s oldest surviving written
documents – in 2013 was one of the most remarkable moments in the history of
Egyptology. These papyri, written some 4,600 years ago, combined with Mark Lehner’s
research and theories, change what we thought we knew about the building of the
Great Pyramid at Giza. Here, for the first time, Tallet and Lehner together give us the
definitive account of this astounding discovery.
The story begins with Tallet’s hunt for hieroglyphic rock inscriptions in the Sinai
Peninsula, leading up to the discovery of the papyri – the diary of Inspector Merer,
who oversaw workers in the reign of Pharaoh Khufu – in Wadi el-Jarf, the site of an
ancient harbour on the Red Sea. The translation of the papyri reveals for the first time
exactly how the stones of the Great Pyramid were transported to Giza. Combined
with Lehner’s excavations of the recently unearthed harbour, the Red Sea Papyri have
greatly advanced our understanding of how the ancient Egyptians were able to build
monuments that survive to this day.
Tallet and Lehner narrate this thrilling discovery and explore how the building of the
pyramids helped create a unified state, propelling Egyptian civilization forward. This
lavishly illustrated book captures the excitement and significance of these seminal
findings, conveying above all how astonishing it is to discover a contemporary eyewitness testimony to the creation of the only remaining Wonder of the Ancient World.
With over 200 illustrations
Author
Pierre Tallet is Professor of Egyptology at the Sorbonne and President of the French
Society of Egyptology; he is leader of the archaeological mission at Wadi el-Jarf where
he discovered the Red Sea Papyri. Mark Lehner is President of AERA (Ancient Egypt
Research Associates) and Research Associate at the Oriental Institute of the University
of Chicago; he has conducted fieldwork at Giza for over 40 years. He is the author of
the bestselling The Complete Pyramids and the definitive volume on the subject, Giza
and the Pyramids, both published by Thames & Hudson.
All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
The Treasures of Tutankhamun
Introduction by Garry Shaw

The essential guide to the greatest hits from the tomb of Tutankhamun, presented
in a beautiful compact package.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2021
Extent
192pp
Size
17.0 x 12.0cm
Illustrations
92 illustrations
Binding
Quarterbound (no jacket)
Price
£12.99
BIC HBLA
Ancient history: to c 500 CE
BISAC HIS002030
HISTORY : Ancient : Egypt

•

Presents the 50 essential objects that have come to define Tutankhamun’s image
and legacy in full colour.

•

Compact, gift format perfect for those attending exhibitions and museums.

•

The accessible text contains the most up-to-date interpretations and scientific
discoveries.

Description
This beautifully illustrated book brings to life the greatest treasures from the tomb
of Tutankhamun. Fifty of the most important objects on display today are each
accompanied by a short, accessible text giving the reader just enough information to
understand their relevance and importance while retaining a sense of wonder at these
ancient artefacts.
Each carefully selected object is presented with a full-page colour image and a facing
text explaining what the object is, where it was found and why it was buried with the
young Pharaoh. There are quotes throughout the text from Howard Carter on his
discovery of the tomb in 1922. An introduction by the esteemed Egyptologist Garry
Shaw gives a brief overview of the history of ancient Egypt and sets out what we know
about the life and times of the young king. He offers a graphic depiction of the dramatic
story of the discovery and opening of the tomb by Howard Carter in 1922, and touches
on the latest theories and scientific work that has taken place, as well as explaining
what is still left to be discovered and the controversial nature of some of the latest
interpretations.
This is the perfect pocket-sized companion for anyone visiting the Tutankhamun
exhibition travelling around the world, the New Egyptian Museum in Giza or any of the
renowned collections of Egyptology in museums across the world.
With 92 illustrations, 80 in colour
Author
Dr Garry J. Shaw is an Egyptologist, author and journalist, whose books include The
Egyptian Myths: A Guide to the Ancient Gods and Legends. Writing on archaeology
and world heritage, his articles have appeared in various newspapers and magazines,
including The Art Newspaper, Apollo and Science Magazine’s online news. He also
teaches online Egyptology as a part-time tutor for Oxford University’s Department for
Continuing Education. Shaw has taught at the American University in Cairo and the
Egypt Exploration Society, London. He has also worked for archaeological projects in
Egypt, Turkey and the UK.
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Advance Information
The Modern Explorers

Epic Journeys to the Ends of the World
Edited by Robin Hanbury-Tenison, Edited by Robert Twigger
Nearly forty thrilling, first-hand accounts by men and women who are the modern
heirs of the great explorers of previous ages.
Key Sales Information

New in B-format paperback.

•

These are personal stories and first-hand accounts that no one else could tell,
providing a unique insight into what it is actually like to be on an expedition.

•

The explorers are drawn from all over the globe, including Australia, America,
China, France, Britain, Norway and elsewhere. Both editors are themselves
experienced and dynamic explorers.

•

Organized into eight terrains, so that all the extremes of the planet are covered
– from the frozen poles to the hottest deserts, from mountain tops to the ocean
depths, as well as rivers and rainforests.

•

Illustrated with dramatic photographs taken on the expeditions described, often at
moments of danger or discovery.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
July 2021
Extent
288pp
Size
19.8 x 12.9cm
Illustrations
25 illustrations
Binding
Paperback
Price
£10.99
BIC BTH
True stories: discovery / historical
/ scientific
BISAC BIO023000
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
: Adventurers & Explorers

Praise for The Modern Explorers
‘Breathtaking’ - Adventure Travel Magazine
Description
Exploration has never been more popular and any idea that there is nowhere left to
explore is instantly disproved by the contemporary explorers who are showcased
here. Most of the accounts are written by the explorers themselves, and they all vividly
describe challenging and extraordinary expeditions to some of the remotest parts
of the world, in extremes of temperature and aridity, often alone and on the edge of
danger. Some of these explorers are very experienced and are already celebrated
worldwide, others are young and less well known and just starting to make their mark;
all are driven by ambition, aspiration and passion.
With 25 illustrations
Author
Robin Hanbury-Tenison is a well-known explorer, author, film-maker, conservationist
and campaigner. A veteran of over forty expeditions, he is a leading member of the
Royal Geographical Society and Survival International. His books include The Seventy
Great Journeys in History and, as editor, The Oxford Book of Exploration. Robert
Twigger is the author of numerous books, including Angry White Pyjamas, Big Snake,
Voyageur and Lost Oasis.
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Advance Information
Murder Maps USA

Crime Scenes Revisited, Bloodstains to Ballistics
Adam Selzer
A compendium of killing that plots the most remarkable American homicides
between the Civil War and Second World War onto maps and plans, alongside
crime scene photographs and compelling expert analysis.
Key Sales Information

•

Vividly recreates more than 100 individual homicides across 50 states, using
historic maps and bespoke plans alongside striking contemporary photography,
revealing FBI records and sensational newspaper coverage.

•

Forensically examines a diverse range of enthralling murders, boldly recounting the
horrifying particulars of every case and the pioneering detective work and forensic
science that cracked them, with authoritative and entertaining commentary from
criminal history expert Adam Selzer.

Provisional Publication
October 2021

•

Follows the highly successful Murder Maps, applying the intricate mapping, stylish
design and insightful analysis to a seminal period of American history.

Extent
224pp

Description
The most sensational and intriguing murders from across the USA are re-examined in
this disquieting volume, which introduces readers to the most lethal killers from every
state. Spanning the period from the end of the Civil War to the beginning of the Second
World War, these are homicides from a seminal period of American criminal history, an
era that saw the formation of the first state police agency, the first murderer convicted
using fingerprints and the birth of the FBI laboratory.
Every murder case is accompanied by an elegant contemporary map or bespoke
floorplan on which the precise movements of both killer and victim are meticulously
plotted, offering unrivalled insight into the vital components of the crime. The macabre
picture is completed with early mugshots and unnerving crime scene photographs,
bringing to life bloodsoaked Wild West saloons, inner city ganglands and the deadly
machinations behind famous assassinations.
The killers featured range from the ‘Mad Butcher of Kingsbury Run’, who attacked and
dismembered his victims in Cleveland’s most unsavoury suburb, to the black widow
Belle Gunness, who lured numerous victims to her Illinois farm, and from the infamous
Texan bank robbers Bonnie and Clyde to the devious Petrillo cousins in Philadelphia
and their contract killing service.
Crime expert Adam Selzer illuminates the details of each case, recounting both the
outrageous details of the crimes themselves and the ingenious detective work and
breakthrough forensics that solved them. His bloodthirsty tour of America’s criminal
underworld uncovers the ruthless scheming of murderers both infamous and littleknown, providing a hair-raising anthology to appeal to anyone with a taste for murder.
With 764 illustrations in colour

Non Fiction

Size
26.0 x 18.0cm
Illustrations
764 illustrations
Binding
Quarterbound (no jacket)
Price
£25.00
BIC HBTP1
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Author
Adam Selzer is an author and researcher specializing in the secret side of history,
rescuing long-lost stories from microfilm reels, tracing urban legends to their sources
and uncovering the criminal underworld. He has been a tour guide in New York
and Chicago, and has written over twenty books. Titles include multiple works of
crime history, including H. H. Holmes: The True Story of the Devil in the White City,
Mysterious Chicago and The Ghosts of Chicago.
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Arctic

culture and climate
Edited by Amber Lincoln, Edited by Jago Cooper, Edited by Jan Peter Laurens
Loovers
An arresting insight into the origins and material culture of Arctic peoples, whose
lifestyle is now threatened by climate change.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2020
Extent
320pp
Size
25.0 x 22.0cm
Illustrations
349 illustrations
Binding
PLC
Price
£35.00
BIC HBJQ
History of other lands
BISAC HIS037000
HISTORY : World

•

A fascinating overview of a place relatively unknown to the rest of the world,
explored through the highly urgent lens of climate change.

•

Examines the diverse relationships Arctic peoples have with weather, and how
they have made and used varying technologies in order to live in extreme weather
conditions.

•

Written by leading indigenous and non-indigenous interdisciplinary scholars.

•

Includes more than 350 objects, many of which are published here for the first time.

•

Published to coincide with a major paying exhibition at the British Museum from 28
May to 24 August 2020.

Description
The Arctic, often imagined as one of the most inhospitable places on earth, has been
inhabited for nearly 30,000 years. The various communities that call the region home
have found ingenious ways to harness and celebrate their environment, and to coexist with its wildlife. Today, man-made climate change is transforming the region at
an unprecedented rate, bringing with it a new set of challenges. Arctic: culture and
climate explores the history of the Circumpolar North and its peoples through the lens
of climate change and weather, drawing on a wealth of objects, artworks and voices –
from past and present – to show how Arctic Peoples and their cultural traditions have
continued to thrive amid both social and environmental change
Author
Amber Lincoln is Curator of the Americas, in the Department of Africa, Oceania and
the Americas atthe British Museum. and JagoCooper is Head Curator of the Americas;
both
Jago Cooper is Head Curator of the Americas; in the Department of Africa, Oceania
and the Americas atthe British Museum.
Peter Loovers is Project Curator for the Arctic exhibition at the British Museum.
Target Market
Visitors to the exhibition; people interested in history, anthropology and the material
culture of the Arctic.

24 September 2020

Advance Information
Troy: myth and reality

Alexandra Villing, J. Lesley Fitton, Victoria Donnellan, Andrew Shapland

Key Sales Information
Description
Troy is familiar to us from the timeless and epic tales of Homer’s Iliad and Virgil’s Aeneid.
These have been retold over the centuries by writers from Chaucer to Shakespeare to
Madeline Miller and Rick Riordan, and enacted by stars such as Elizabeth Taylor and
Brad Pitt. But how much do we really know about the city of Troy; its storytellers, myth,
actual location or legacy?
In this richly illustrated book, the story of Troy is told through a new lens. Published
to accompany an exhibition at the British Museum, it introduces the storytellers and
Classical artists inspired by the myths of Troy, then examines the tales themselves –
from the Judgment of Paris to the return of Odysseus – through the Classical objects
for which the museum is internationally known. The third section focuses on Heinrich
Schliemann’s excavations at Hissarlik, introducing the nineteenth-century search for the
location of Troy that convinced the world that this city did once exist. Also explored is
the possible Bronze Age background for the myth of the Trojan War, the historicity of
which remains unresolved today. The final section delves into the legacy of Troy, and
the different ways in which its story has been retold, both in literature and art, from
Homer to the present day. Focusing on the major characters – Helen of Troy, Achilles
and Hector, Aeneas and Odysseus – it illustrates how artists from Cranach and Rubens
to Romare Bearden and Cy Twombly have been inspired by this archetypal tale to reflect
on contemporary themes of war and heroism, love and beauty.

Author
Alexandra Villing is a Curator of the Greek collections in the Department of Greece and
Rome at the BritishMuseum.
Dr Lesley Fitton is Honorary Research Fellow in the Department of Greece and Rome at
the British Museum.
Victoria Donnellan is Project Curator for the Troy exhibition.
Andrew Shapland is Curator of the Aegean World and Classical Greek collections at the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

Related Titles
9780500052082 Art & Archaeology of the Greek World
9780500251218 The Complete World of Greek Mythology
9780500251737 The Greek and Roman Myths
9780500518328 Greek Mythology
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Advance Information
The V&A Sourcebook of Pattern and Ornament
(Victoria and Albert Museum)
Amelia Calver

A richly illustrated sourcebook of two-dimensional pattern and three dimensional
ornamentation, presenting more than 1,000 historic and contemporary examples
from around the world.
Key Sales Information

•

Uniquely, this sourcebook includes examples of both two-dimensional pattern and
three-dimensional ornamentation from a wide range of objects, from fashion and
textiles to ceramics and furniture.

•

Beautifully packaged with foil-blocked imitation-cloth binding, and clearly
structured into thematic sections and spread-by-spread subsections for easy
reference.

•

Compiled and published in association with the V&A, the world’s largest museum
devoted to the applied and decorative arts.

Victoria and Albert
Museum
Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2021
Extent
400pp
Size
26.0 x 22.0cm
Illustrations
1146 illustrations
Binding
PLC (no jacket)
Price
£40.00
BIC AFT
Decorative arts
BISAC DES012000
DESIGN : Reference
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Description
The wealth of surface pattern and three-dimensional ornamentation in the many
objects that enrich our lives is testament to the inventiveness of designers and
craftspeople around the globe and throughout history.
This richly illustrated, easy-to-navigate sourcebook presents more than 1,000 historic
and contemporary examples of pattern and ornamentation from around the world,
each one succinctly identified and explained. Arranged thematically, it is unique
among pattern books, as it includes examples not only of surface pattern but also of
three-dimensional ornamentation and embellishment.
Two-dimensional pattern is ubiquitous, no matter what the age of an object or
where it was created. From Japanese kimono and William Morris fabrics to Chinese
porcelain and contemporary furniture, such works reveal humanity’s unceasing desire
to combine pattern with design. Just as prevalent are examples of three-dimensional
embellishments that go far beyond the requirements of their practical use: an acrylic
handbag has a carved motif of insects and wildflowers, a cobalt-blue pottery ewer has
a dragon’s-head spout and an early 19th-century fruit plate is shaped like a seashell.
Designers working today are as fascinated and inspired by pattern and ornament
as they have always been. This expertly compiled selection will appeal to designers,
artists, illustrators and other creatives from all disciplines as well as anyone interested
in visual and material culture.
With 1146 illustrations in colour
Author
Amelia Calver is Licensing Research and Development Manager at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, London. She has worked at the V&A for more than twenty years and
has an impressive familiarity with the museum’s extensive collections, particularly
of the fabric and wallpaper designs from around the world that have been acquired
during the V&A’s 170-year history.
Target Market
Designers in every sphere.

All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
A Century of Colour in Design

250 innovative objects and the stories behind them
David Harrison
An engaging and informative review of the importance and application of colour in
design.
Key Sales Information

•

A timely publication: follows the centenary celebrations of the launch of the
Bauhaus movement.

•

Features an array of 250 iconic design objects, from lampshades and chairs to
bottles and rugs.

•

Includes eight standalone profiles on: Josef and Anni Albers; Alexander Girard;
Verner Panton; Alessandro Mendini; Hella Jongerius; Doshi Levien; Scholten &
Baijings; and Bethan Laura Wood.

•

A fresh approach to the subject with a chronological short-form history of colour in
design, coupling an accessible format with engaging and informative content.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
January 2021
Extent
320pp
Size
21.0 x 14.8cm
Illustrations
250 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£19.95
BIC ACX
History of art & design styles: from
c 1900 BISAC DES008000
DESIGN : History & Criticism

Description
In the century since Gerrit Rietveld’s iconic application of primary colours to a
wooden chair, the use of colour in home furnishings has developed its own rich
history. Departing from the humble finishes of natural timber and neutral metals, the
contemporary design marketplace has blossomed in a rainbow of colours. Bright,
brash and muted alike, the astute application of colour in design has become a
meaningful feature in and of itself.
This book tracks the trend towards colour chronologically from its intellectual roots
in the Bauhaus movement to the current day. Eight standalone profiles showcase
designers who have applied colour in inventive ways, and short texts contextualize
each of the 250 objects covered. Novel in its approach, A Century of Colour in Design
presents an essential short-form history of the increasingly innovative use of colour
in contemporary furniture, lighting and decorative objects for all with an interest in
design, culture, history and colour.
Author
David Harrison is a Sydney-based design writer and interior designer who has been
contributing to Australian interiors magazines since 1999. For a decade he has
reported on the Milan Furniture Fair for Belle magazine and for his online publication
Design Daily. He is the co-author, with Karen McCartney, of White Rooms (2016). He
also styled The Alchemy of Things (2018).
Contents
Introduction • 1920 • 1930 • 1940 • 1950 • 1960 • 1970 • 1980 • 1990 • 2000 • 2010 •
2020
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Related Titles
9781760761219 Chromatopia
Target Market
Anyone with an interest in design, whether consumers or professionals; all followers of
the growing trend for colour in interior design.
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Advance Information
Making Videogames

The Art of Creating Digital Worlds
Duncan Harris, Alex Wiltshire

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2022
Extent
256pp
Size
28.0 x 21.5cm
Illustrations
350 illustrations
Binding
PLC (no jacket)
Price
£25.00
BIC AK
Industrial / commercial art &
design
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DESIGN : Graphic Arts : Illustration
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•

Features immersive and highly detailed videogame imagery, specially rendered for
print including scenes from Wolfenstein, No Man’s Sky and Fortnite.

•

Unparalleled access to the world’s AAA videogame studios and the creatives that
defined the artform. Readers are invited to explore the history, technology and
techniques of videogame production from those at the cutting edge in the industry.

•

An accessible guide to the mechanics of game-making that offers easily
understood explorations of the core components of digital worldbuilding: from 3D
graphics to lighting to motion capture.

Description
An in-depth visual guide presenting the captivating creative journeys behind the
world’s leading videogames.
Making Videogames is an unprecedented snapshot of modern interactive
entertainment, with insight from true pioneers about the most important games in
the world. Illustrated with some of the most arresting in-game images ever seen in
print, the book explores the unique alchemy of technical and artistic endeavour that
constitutes the magic of videogames, striking a captivating balance between insight
and accessibility.
Across eleven chapters, each focusing on a specific game from AAA blockbusters
such as Tom Clancey’s The Division, Control and Gran Turismo to cult breakthrough
games including No Man’s Sky and Fortnite, the book will document the incredible
craft of videogame worldbuilding and visual storytelling via the world’s most
popular, but seldom fully understood, entertainment medium. The book’s text orbits
breathtaking, specially created imagery ‘photographed’ in-engine by the author,
demonstrating the magic and method behind each studio’s work.
A book not only for die-hard videogame fanatics, but also for designer-creatives and
the visually curious, Making Videogames is a thrilling showcase of the boundless
creativity of this amazing industry.
Author
Duncan Harris is a screen capture artist for videogames, with over a decade of
game industry experience. He has created official in-game imagery for titles such as
Tomb Raider, Hitman, Crysis, Minecraft, EVE Online and The Evil Within. His clients
include EA, PlayStation, Crytek, the V&A and many more. Alex Wiltshire is a writer and
consultant for videogames, design and technology. He is the author of the bestselling
book Minecraft Blockopedia (2014), and the editor of Britsoft: An Oral History (2016).
Previously editor of Edge, he has also written for Rock, Paper, Shotgun, PC Gamer and
Eurogamer.
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Advance Information
Creative Demons and How to Slay Them
Richard Holman, Illustrated by Al Murphy

Key Sales Information

•

Explains how to overcome the challenges of doubt, distraction, criticism,
disappointment and disaster to bring your projects to realization.

•

Shareable and inspiring anecdotes from art, science, music, literature,
contemporary culture and beyond are delivered in a warm, witty style.

•

Hard-won life lessons from an inspirational speaker and podcaster, who has
presented workshops all over the world.

•

Features anarchic and entertaining illustrations from the popular illustrator Al
Murphy.

•

Aimed at a broad audience across the creative spectrum.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
February 2022
Extent
176pp
Size
21.6 x 13.8cm
Illustrations
50 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£16.99
BIC KJSA
Advertising
BISAC DES007010
DESIGN : Graphic Arts :
Advertising
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Description
If you’ve ever embarked on a creative endeavour then there’s a good chance that at
some point during your journey you’ll have been bedevilled by the demons of selfdoubt, fear of failure or lack of inspiration. Now, with Creative Demons and How to
Slay Them, you can learn how to lay waste to your mind-forged monsters, one by
one; no matter how grotesque, hairy or bloody-minded they may be.
Creativity expert Richard Holman draws on inspirational anecdotes from the annals
of science, art, history, philosophy, nature, music and contemporary culture to provide
you with your very own personal mental armoury for every stage of the creative
process. Discover how to fight off the demons of procrastination, the blank canvas
and distraction through the experiences of Leonardo da Vinci, John Steinbeck, Kae
Tempest, Yayoi Kusama as well as many others. Then, once you’re under way, there
are tips on how to avoid the issues that plague all creatives, from self-doubt or ‘playing
it safe’ to lack of resources as encountered by Kendrick Lamar and Sister Corita Kent.
And just when is it ok to appropriate someone else’s work? From Hokusai to Herbie
Hancock, learn how to deal with criticism and disappointments and to turn around
disasters. See off your demons and make your next creative project the very best it can
be!
Author
Richard Holman is a creative specialist, with a background in design and advertising.
He runs workshops on creativity all over the world, to inspire people and brands
to make better ideas. He also hosts the podcast ‘The Wind Thieved Hat’, where he
interviews leading artists and creators, and is a regular contributor to Creative Review
and Creativepool. Al Murphy is an illustrator whose clients include the BBC, MTV,
Newsweek, the Guardian and Faber & Faber. He has inspired many to pursue a career
in illustration, confident they can do better.
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Advance Information
The Green Imperative

Ecology and Ethics in Design and Architecture
Victor Papanek
A fresh edition of the sustainable design pioneer Victor Papanek’s classic and
ever-relevant book.
Key Sales Information

New edition.
Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
August 2021
Extent
352pp
Size
19.8 x 12.9cm
Illustrations
141 illustrations
Binding
Paperback
Price
£12.99
BIC AK
Industrial / commercial art &
design
BISAC DES008000
DESIGN : History & Criticism

•

Like an oracle from 25 years ago, Papanek stresses the importance of the current
preoccupations of young designers, such as sustainability, disassembly, using less,
the sharing economy, reusing materials, reducing pollution, and staying local.

•

Works both as a primer for design students, and for the growing number of people
interested in environmental issues and what can be done about them.

•

Illustrated with the original black and white, and colour illustrations, but in a
beautifully re-designed new edition.

Praise for The Green Imperative
‘Important and timely … a valuable resource for those trying to steer an ethically and
ecologically informed path through the world of contemporary professional design
practice’ - Neil Maycroft, Associate Professor at the Lincoln School of Design
Description
Whether it’s horror at plastic littering the world’s beaches, or despair at the melting of
the polar ice caps, the world is gradually waking up to the impending climate disaster.
In The Green Imperative, Papanek argues for design that addresses these issues head
on. This means using materials that can be recycled and re-used, no more pointless
packaging, thinking about how products make us feel and engage all our senses,
putting nature at the heart of design, working at a smaller scale, rejecting aesthetics
for their own sake, and thinking before we buy.
First published at the close of the 20th century, the book offered a plethora of honest
advice, clear examples and withering critique, laying out the flaws and opportunities
of the design world at that time. A quarter of a century on, Papanek’s lucid prose has
lost none of its verve, and the problems he highlights have only become more urgent,
giving today’s reader both a fascinating historical perspective on the issues at hand
and a blueprint for how they might be solved.
With 141 illustrations, 26 in colour
Author
Victor Papanek was a distinguished designer, educator and writer, widely praised
for his visionary and strongly expressed ideas on design theory. Born in Vienna and
educated in England before emigrating to the US in the 1930s, he also spent time living
with and learning from Navajo, Inuit and Balinese peoples over the course of his career.
He was J.L. Constant Distinguished Professor at the School of Architecture and Urban
Design at the University of Kansas as the time of his death in 1998.
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Advance Information
Archipelago: An Atlas of Imagined Islands
Huw Lewis-Jones

Description
A new atlas of imaginary islands conjured up by an international gathering of illustrators,
including work by Coralie Bickford-Smith, Bill Bragg, Marion Deuchars, Chris Riddell,
Maisie Paradise Shearring, Hervé Tullet, Aušra Kiudulaite and more.
Islomania is a recognized affliction. But what is it about islands that is so alluring, and
why do so many people find these self-contained worlds completely irresistible? Utopia
and Atlantis were islands, and islands have captured the imaginations of writers and
artists for centuries. Venetian sailors were the first to make collections of them by
drawing maps of those they visited in their isolari – literally the ‘island books’. Then in
1719 Daniel Defoe published his tale of a castaway on a desert island, Robinson Crusoe,
one of the first great novels in the history of literature and an instant bestseller. Defoe’s
tale combined the real and the imagined and transformed them into a compelling
creative landscape, establishing a whole literary genre and unleashing the power of an
island for storytelling.
To celebrate the tercentenary of Robinson Crusoe’s publication, a truly international
range of leading illustrators imagine they too have been washed up on their own
remote island. In a specially created map they visualize what it looks like, what it’s
called and what can be found on its mythical shores. In a panoply of astonishingly
creative and often surprising responses, we are invited to explore a curious and fabulous
archipelago of islands of invention that will beguile illustrators, cartographers and
dreamers alike.

Provisional Publication
September 2019
Extent
192 pp
Size
26.0 x 20.0 cm
Illustrations
91 illustrations
Binding
Quarterbound/PLC (no jacket)
Price
£24.95
ISBN 978 0 500 022566

Author
Dr Huw Lewis-Jones is a historian of exploration with a PhD from the University of
Cambridge. He was formerly Curator at the Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge,
and the National Maritime Museum, London. Hisbooks include The Conquest of Everest
(winner of the History Award at the Banff Mountain Festival), The Crossing of Antarctica
and Across the Arctic Ocean. He is the author, with Kari Herbert, of the bestseller
Explorers’ Sketchbooks.
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Advance Information
Joseph Banks’ Florilegium

Botanical Treasures from Cook’s First Voyage
Text by Mel Gooding, Commentaries by David Mabberley, Afterword by Joseph
Studholme

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2019
Extent
320pp
Size
27.0 x 20.2cm
Illustrations
181 illustrations
Binding
PLC
Price
£35.00
BIC WNP
Trees, wildflowers & plants
BISAC NAT026000
NATURE : Plants : General

Description
Joseph Banks accompanied Captain Cook on his first voyage round the world from
1768 to 1771. A gifted and wealthy young naturalist, Banks collected exotic flora from
Madeira, Brazil, Tierra del Fuego, the Society Islands, New Zealand, Australia and Java,
bringing back over 1,300 species that had never been seen or studied by Europeans.
On his return, Banks commissioned over 700 superlative engravings between 1772
and 1784. Known collectively as Banks’ Florilegium, they are some of the most precise
and exquisite examples of botanical illustration ever created.
The Florilegium was never published in Banks’ lifetime, and it was not until 1990 that
a complete set in colour was issued in a boxed edition (limited to 100 copies) under
the direction of the British Museum (Natural History). It is from these prints that the
present selection is made, directed by David Mabberley, who has provided expert
botanical commentaries, with additional texts by art historian Mel Gooding, setting the
works in context as a perfect conjunction of nature, science and art. An afterword by
Joseph Studholme describes the history of the modern printing.
Author
Mel Gooding is an art historian, writer and curator. He has taught at Edinburgh and
Wimbledon Schools of Art, among others, and contributes regularly to the art press.
Professor David Mabberley has served as Executive Director of the Royal Botanic
Gardens and Domain Trust in Sydney. He is an Emeritus Fellow at Wadham
College, Oxford, Adjunct Professor at Macquarie University, Sydney, and Professor
Extraordinary at the University of Leiden, The Netherlands.
Joe Studholme co-founded Editions Alecto and undertook the printing of Banks’
Florilegium from the original copper plates between 1980 and 1990.
Contents
The Making of Banks’ Florilegium I: The voyage of Endeavour, Mel Gooding • The
Plates, David Mabberley • The Making of Banks’ Florilegium II: The Florilegium, 1772–
1990, Mel Gooding • The Modern Printing of the Florilegium, Joe Studholme
Related Titles
9780500294796 The Great Naturalists
9780500518816 Botanical Sketchbooks
9780500021927 Remarkable Trees
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Advance Information
American Geography
A Reckoning with a Dream
Matt Black
A powerful, compelling monograph that reveals the reality of the unseen and
forgotten contemporary America.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2021
Extent
168pp
Size
26.2 x 26.5cm
Illustrations
100 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£40.00
BIC AJC
Photographs: collections
BISAC PHO023000
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Themes : General
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•

A future classic in the making – Matt Black’s graphic, black and white imagery
evokes the work of luminaries such as Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange and W.
Eugene Smith.

•

A vivid portrait of the real America, this photobook is the outcome of a five-year
project, with more than 100,000 miles travelled through 46 states plus Puerto Rico.

•

Supported by an internationally touring exhibition at venues in North America and
Europe from Autumn 2021 onwards.

Description
American Geography is the visual record of Magnum photographer Matt Black’s
five-year, 100,000-mile road trip across 46 states of the United States, plus Puerto
Rico. It examines the conditions of powerlessness, prejudice and pragmatism among
America’s poor.
The project originated in Matt Black’s exploration of his own home town in California’s
rural Central Valley – a place that has been called ‘the other California’ – where one
third of the population lives in poverty. Travelling out from that location in 2015, he
went on to visit designated ‘poverty areas’ – places with poverty rates of above 20% as
defined by the US census. He found that, rather than being anomalies, ‘poverty areas’
are never more than two-hour’s drive apart. They are woven throughout the fabric of
the country, yet are cut off from the ‘land of opportunity’.
Matt Black’s compelling black and white photographs, from which one can trace a
line back to the FSA Photographers of the 1930s and 1940s such as Walker Evans and
Dorothea Lange, are accompanied by his own travelogue – an eclectic combination
of observations, overheard conversations in cafés and city buses, diner menus, bus
timetables, historical facts and echoes from daily news reports – which enrich the vivid
portrait of these ‘states of un-America.’
With 100 illustrations in colour
Author
Matt Black is a member of Magnum Photos. He was named as TIME magazine’s
Instagram Photographer of the year in 2014, and has over 230,000 Instagram followers.
The awards and honours he has received include the W. Eugene Smith Award, and two
Robert F. Kennedy Journalism awards.
Contents
Foreword
Introduction
1. South and West
2. South and East
3. North and East
4. North and West
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Advance Information
Face Time

A History of the Photographic Portrait
Phillip Prodger
An accessible introduction to the history and themes of photographic portraiture.
Key Sales Information

•

An entertaining, highly visual introduction for popular audiences that masterfully
combines some of the most famous portraits ever made with rarely seen treasures
and curiosities.

•

Spans more than 150 years of photography, including works by Richard Avedon,
Alfred Stieglitz, Diane Arbus and Sally Mann, and images of famous (and infamous)
faces who are part of the fabric of history.

•

A fresh, thematic approach to a subject that runs through the history of
photography: the portrait.

•

Comprehensive and inclusive, with over 200 photographs embracing art, fashion,
advertising, documentary and vernacular photography.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2021
Extent
256pp
Size
27.5 x 23.0cm
Illustrations
250 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£30.00
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Description
From the daguerreotype to the digital age, Face Time is an accessible introduction to
one of photography’s most popular subjects: ourselves.
With over 250 illustrations, it presents rarely seen treasures alongside works by the
greatest names in photography, including nineteenth-century pioneers Hippolyte
Bayard and Julia Margaret Cameron, twentieth-century masters Edward Weston, Lee
Miller and Richard Avedon, and contemporary groundbreakers Newsha Tavakolian,
Rineke Dijkstra and Zanele Muholi. It also immortalizes some of photography’s most
iconic subjects, such as Queen Elizabeth II, Barack Obama, Marilyn Monroe, Frida
Kahlo, Truman Capote and many others.
Transcending time and space, the book adopts a fresh, thematic approach to
the history of photographic portraiture in eight chapters, tracing a wide range of
applications and influences across the spheres of art, advertising, anthropology,
fashion, narrative, documentary and vernacular photography. Informative and insightful
introductions to each theme are followed by unexpected and thought-provoking
curations of photographs, as well as detailed commentaries on key images.
The result is an ambitiously curated and visually entertaining introduction to the
history and themes of photographic portraiture, and an inspiring journey through the
ever-elusive question of human identity.
With 250 illustrations in colour
Author
Phillip Prodger is a curator, author and art historian. Previously Head of Photographs at
the National Portrait Gallery in London, and the founding Curator of Photography at the
Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Massachusetts, he is currently Executive Director
of Curatorial Exhibitions in Los Angeles. His previous books include William Eggleston
Portraits, Darwin’s Camera: Art and Photography in the Theory of Evolution and Man
Ray | Lee Miller: Partners in Surrealism.
Target Market
Fans of photography and social history.

All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
Flora Photographica

Masterworks of Contemporary Flower Photography
William A. Ewing, Danaé Panchaud

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2022
Extent
272pp
Size
29.5 x 24.5cm
Illustrations
200 illustrations
Binding
PLC
Price
£45.00
BIC AJ
Photography & photographs
BISAC PHO013000
PHOTOGRAPHY : Subjects &
Themes : Plants & Animals
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•

A beautiful book-object and a definitive survey, featuring 200 works by major names
in contemporary photography, including Pedro Almodóvar, Valérie Belin, Nadav
Kander, Sarker Protick, Viviane Sassen and Taryn Simon.

•

A bridge between contemporary and historical floral imagery. Flower photography
is back in full bloom, as can be seen on the walls of commercial galleries, at Paris
Photo and at other photo fairs worldwide.

•

An internationally-touring exhibition is planned, by the Foundation for the Exhibition
of Photography (FEP).

Description
Vivid, glorious and spectacular: a definitive and beautiful overview that showcases
the masterworks of contemporary flower photography by the world’s leading
photographers.
Flowers have been a source of inspiration for photographers since the medium’s
inception, and immortalized by luminaries such as Man Ray, Robert Mapplethorpe,
Irving Penn and Julia Margaret Cameron. Today, flower photography has come into
full bloom once again, with photographers capturing flowers in imaginative new ways.
Featuring 200 works, Flora Photographica links the very best of flower photography
from the last 20 years with its antecedents - canonical floral images from the realms of
photography, illustration and painting that have marked the collective imagination.
Works by contemporary photographers such as Nobuyoshi Araki, David LaChapelle,
Valérie Belin, Viviane Sassen and Martin Schoeller appear across ten thematic
chapters, such as ‘Origins’, ‘Arrangements’, ‘Essence’, ‘Persona’ and ‘Reverie’. Each
exquisitely curated chapter includes a brief introduction to the theme, and the chapters
are interleaved by two in-depth essays penned by Ewing and Panchaud that look at
contemporary work in the context of the rich traditions of floral art and photography.
Vibrant, dazzling and abundant with various species of flora, this sumptuous bookobject is a glorious celebration of beauty and study of form, and will be a must-have
publication for lovers of flowers and photography alike.
Author
William A. Ewing is an author, lecturer and curator of photography. Director of
the Musée de l’Elysée in Lausanne from 1996 to 2010, his many publications on
photography include The Body (1994), Edward Burtynsky: Essential Elements (2016)
and Civilization (2018), all published by Thames & Hudson. Danaé Panchaud is a
curator and lecturer specializing in photography. She is the director and curator of the
Photoforum Pasquart in Biel, an exhibition centre dedicated to Swiss and international
emerging photography.

All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
Magnum Dogs

Magnum Photos, Introduction by Jonny Clowes

Unleashed by the world’s finest photographers, mischievous mutts, performing
pooches and streetwise strays all leap to life in this deliciously waggish
compilation from the Magnum archive.
Key Sales Information

•

The ultimate collection of canine photography for the discerning dog lover.

•

Utterly engaging, witty and entertaining. Features work from the Magnum archive
including photographs from across the Magnum membership – not just those
famous for their photographs of dogs.

•

Smart packaging and presentation – built around thematic sections that show the
many different ways in which humans live and work with dogs.

•

An irresistible gift book – of universal appeal to all dog owners and lovers, with a
reach that goes far beyond the photobook audience.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2021
Extent
208pp
Size
17.2 x 19.5cm
Illustrations
180 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£16.99
BIC AJC
Photographs: collections
BISAC PHO013000
PHOTOGRAPHY : Subjects &
Themes : Plants & Animals
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Praise for Magnum Dogs
‘It is all too easy to think of dogs as pets, but this collection rightfully highlights them as
protagonists’ - Financial Times
‘Thoughtfully put together with a wide range of pictures, this is a must for lovers of
dogs and portraiture alike’ - Black & White Photography
‘A must for any dog lover in your life who also happens to appreciate great photography
… showcases the visual wit and skill of the iconic agency’s photographers … It’s
impossible not to enjoy browsing the cornucopia of canine encounters captured in the
book … lovingly curated’ - Digital Camera World
‘Witty, cheering … charming’ - The i newspaper
Description
Magnum Dogs is the ultimate collection of canine photography for the discerning dog
lover, bringing together a brilliantly diverse and cheering selection that showcases
the visual wit and skill of the Magnum team. It features some 180 photographs of
dogs from across the world, organized into five thematic chapters – Streetwise, Best
in Show, At the Beach, Behind the Scenes and It’s a Dog’s Life. Canine encounters
include immaculately coiffured showdogs captured in wryly observed photography
from the likes of Martin Parr and Harry Gruyaert, or intimate glimpses of Hollywood
stars alongside their trusted, four-legged confidants, as seen through the lenses of Eve
Arnold and Dennis Stock. Whether depicting strays roaming the streets of Colombia or
pampered pooches lounging in Parisian apartments, these photos brim with affection,
humour and insight into the human as well as canine condition.
Packaged in an irresistible gift format, this is the perfect book not just for fans of the
very best photography of dogs, but for anyone, around the world, who is a ‘dog person’
at heart.
With 180 illustrations in colour
Author
Magnum Photos, the world’s most prestigious photographic agency, was formed in
1947 by four photographers: Robert Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, George Rodger and
David ‘Chim’ Seymour. Its members are renowned for their intelligence in combining

All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
The Mindful Photographer
Sophie Howarth

The hurried person’s guide to mindful photography, peaceful contemplation and
a slow creative practice, including hands-on assignments, enlightening concepts
and inspirational stories.
Key Sales Information

•

An accessible and pocketable companion for burgeoning photographers and
anyone with an interest in mindfulness and slow creative practices.

•

The first title in a new series on mindful practices, including The Mindful Cook, The
Mindful Gardener and The Mindful Maker.

•

In step with contemporary lifestyle trends: in times of global uncertainty, this
creatively nourishing practice requires only a phone or camera and the reader’s full
attention.

•

Alternates practical assignments and inspirational images by 30 photographers,
ranging from the internationally renowned to the lesser known, including Alfred
Stieglitz, Edward Weston, Sally Mann, Hiroshi Sugimoto, Kate Kirkwood, Nicola
Capellari, and many more.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
April 2022
Extent
144pp
Size
22.9 x 15.2cm
Illustrations
50 illustrations
Binding
Paperback with flaps
Price
£14.99
BIC AJG
Photographic equipment &
techniques
BISAC PHO018000
PHOTOGRAPHY : Techniques :
General
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Description
In a world where millions of images are shot at every moment of every day and where
fast-paced environments exhaust and stifle creativity, The Mindful Photographer
proposes an antidote: slowing down. Through twenty concepts as varied as
‘Confidence’, ‘Gratitude’, ‘Playfulness’ and ‘Compassion’, all combined with hands-on
assignments, Sophie Howarth invites readers to reflect on their photographic practice
and learn to pause, pay attention and become more at one with the world around them.
From the canonical to the contemporary, The Mindful Photographer features the
works of thirty photographers, including Alfred Stieglitz, Edward Weston, Sally Mann,
Hiroshi Sugimoto, Nadav Kander, Kate Kirkwood, Nicola Capellari, and many more.
Their photographs are accompanied by quotes, stories and anecdotes to inspire
the reader, simultaneously broadening their photographic knowledge and creative
perspectives.
Putting aside preconceived ideas and the competitive pressures of picture-perfect
Instagram posts, the book rewires our relationship to photographic practice as one to
be experienced as unconditionally joyful and rewarding. Sophie Howarth’s insightful
and soothing texts work as a guide to both a mindful approach to photography, and a
photographic approach to meditation. Offered in a highly affordable and pocketable
format, this will be the must-have companion for anyone seeking the spiritual benefits
of creative practice and a more mindful approach to engaging with their world through
photography.
Author
Sophie Howarth is the co-founder of The School of Life, founder of Department Store
for the Mind, and formerly Curator of Public Programmes at Tate Modern. She has
co-authored several books about photography, including Street Photography Now and
Family Photography Now, both published by Thames & Hudson. Today she teaches
creative leadership and supports social and environmental activists in London. Training
as a spiritual director in the Ignatian tradition, she is supported by spiritual practices
that emphasize insight, presence and compassion.
All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
Silk: Fibre, Fabric and Fashion (Victoria and Albert
Museum)
Edited by Lesley Ellis Miller, Edited by Ana Cabrera Lafuente, Edited by Claire
Allen-Johnstone
A rich and authoritative sourcebook on silk, with more than 600 colour
illustrations.
Key Sales Information

•

The most authoritative and serious guide to silk available.

•

The definitive compendium: a cloth-covered book of scholarship and beauty,
ambitious in scope and with ravishing colour and detail.

•

Draws on the expertise of the Victoria and Albert Museum and their exceptional
collection of pieces.

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2021
Extent
504pp
Size
28.0 x 23.0cm
Illustrations
620 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£65.00
BIC AKTX
Textile design & theory
BISAC DES013000
DESIGN : Textile & Costume

Description
Silk has long captured the imagination of peoples round the globe, inspiring creativity
in the making of luxurious textiles. This major new survey draws on the exceptional
collections of London’s Victoria and Albert Museum and explores tradition and
innovation across the history and geography of silk production, celebrating the
ingenuity and skill of designers and makers.
Structured by technique, from weaving and knitting to dyeing, printing and embroidery,
this compendium showcases a rich variety of artworks, furnishings and clothing,
including fashions from recent designer catwalk shows in North America, Asia and
Europe.
Silk will inform every student, connoisseur and admirer of beautiful textiles.
With 620 illustrations in colour
Author
Ana Cabrera Lafuente is Curator of Fashion at the Museo del Traje, Madrid and
Honorary Senior Research Fellow at the Victoria and Albert Museum. Lesley Ellis
Miller is Senior Curator of Textiles and Fashion at the Victoria and Albert Museum
and Professor of Dress and Textile History at the University of Glasgow. Claire AllenJohnstone is Assistant Curator of Furniture, Textiles and Fashion at the Victoria and
Albert Museum.
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Advance Information
Marimekko: The Art of Printmaking
Marimekko, Laird Borrelli-Persson

The official 70th anniversary publication by Marimekko, celebrating the classic
design collaborations, pattern designs and vibrant textiles from the much-loved
Finnish lifestyle design house.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
May 2021
Extent
272pp
Size
30.5 x 25.5cm
Illustrations
372 illustrations
Binding
Hardback without Jacket
Price
£50.00
BIC AKB
Individual designers
BISAC DES011000
DESIGN : Product
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•

Includes 100 of Marimekko’s most iconic print designs.

•

Presents in-depth case studies showing how Marimekko have worked with
designers to bring their patterns from sketchbook to final print, and the means by
which they are manufactured, from hand silk-screening to digital printing.

•

A beautiful object in its own right, featuring real cloth binding with a new pattern
design – Suur Unikko – created by Marimekko for their anniversary.

Praise for Marimekko: The Art of Printmaking
‘Brilliant’ - Daily Mail
‘Laird Borrelli-Persson … stitches together a compelling history of the design house
that will appeal both to fans of the brand and anyone interested in modern textiles’ Homes & Interiors
‘This substantial appraisal will delight fans … an unashamedly joyous homage to the
brand that always raises a smile’ - World of Interiors
Description
Finnish for ‘Mary’s dress’, Marimekko was founded in 1951 by Armi Ratia. Going
against the restrictive fashion of the period, it produced flowing dresses in abstract
patterns and vibrant colours, which remain the house’s signature to this day. Over the
last eight decades, Marimekko’s artists have created some 3,500 designs, which have
graced clothing, bags, accessories, ceramics, bedding, fabric, and more.
Blending archival photographs and advertisements with modern campaign imagery
as well as newly commissioned photography, Marimekko: The Art of Printmaking tells
the story of the house’s most iconic designs. Four distinct sections guide the reader
through the Marimekko philosophy and lifestyle, via its factory in Herttoniemi, where
fabrics have been created from the very beginning, on to a rich sourcebook of pattern
and finally to the brand’s ultra-sustainable, super-creative future.
In ‘Art of Printmaking’, follow the making of the iconic Unikko (poppy) print, its multiple
variants and colourways, and discover how an initial idea evolves from sketch to
dress, through colour trials and printing table. Learn Marimekko’s unique ‘Language
of Pattern’, through in-depth explorations of its iconic patterns, interspersed with the
themes – floral, minimalistic, architectural – that make up Marimekko’s vivid lexicon.
In ‘Making Marimekko’ and ‘Marimekko Next’, discover the past, present, and future
of this creative powerhouse, in the voices of its own creative talents. Dive into the
exhilarating tale of Marimekko’s success and an unstoppable whirlwind of breathtaking imagery.
With 372 illustrations in colour
Author
Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle and design house, celebrated worldwide for its lively,
original prints and products. Laird Borelli-Persson is Archive Editor at Vogue.com and

All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
Chanel Catwalk: The Complete Collections
Patrick Mauriès, Adélia Sabatini

‘The definitive overview of Karl Lagerfeld and Virginie Viard’s creations for Chanel,
now fully updated, featuring over 180 collections presented through original
catwalk photography in a beautiful cloth-bound volume’.
Key Sales Information

· The first edition of this book has sold over 100,000 copies worldwide since 2016.
· Fully revised and expanded, this new edition showcases every Chanel collection
designed by Karl Lagerfeld and by his right hand and successor Virginie Viard (over
180 in total), from luxurious haute couture to trend-setting ready-to-wear.
Catwalk series
Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2020
Extent
760pp
Size
27.7 x 19.0cm
Illustrations
1450 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£55.00
BIC AKT
Fashion & textiles: design
BISAC DES005000
DESIGN : Fashion

· Features over 1,450 looks as they originally appeared in Chanel’s iconic fashion
shows, styled as the designers intended (from hair and make-up to jewelry and
accessories) and sported by the world’s top models.
Praise for Chanel Catwalk: The Complete Collections
‘Glossy ... a unique opportunity to chart the development of one of the world’s most
influential fashion brands’ - Cent Magazine
‘Explores the next chapter of the Chanel story’ - Country and Townhouse
Description
The best-selling Chanel Catwalk was the first book to gather every Chanel collection
ever created by Karl Lagerfeld in a single volume. Now fully updated to include
Lagerfeld’s final collections for the house and those of his right-hand and successor,
Virginie Viard, this revised edition includes twenty-eight new collections.
This definitive publication features a concise history of Karl Lagerfeld and Virginie
Viard’s time at Chanel as well as brief biographical profiles of each designer. The
collections (from Haute Couture and Ready-to-Wear to Cruise and Métier d’arts)
are organized chronologically. Each one is introduced by a short text unveiling its
influences and highlights and illustrated with carefully curated catwalk images,
showcasing hundreds of spectacular clothes, details, accessories, beauty looks and
set designs – and of course the top fashion models who wore them on the runway. A
rich reference section, including an extensive index, concludes the book.
Author
Patrick Mauriès is a writer and publisher of many notable titles on fashion and design,
including Jewelry by Chanel, Cabinets of Curiosities, The World According to Karl and
The World According to Coco, all published by Thames & Hudson. Adélia Sabatini is
Commissioning Editor for fashion at Thames & Hudson and a former contributor to
Glass and Apollo magazines. She is also co-author of Dior Catwalk.
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Contents
Introduction: ‘Fashion Fades, Style is Eternal’ by Patrick Mauriès • ‘Karl Lagerfeld: A
Short Biography’ by Patrick Mauriès • The Karl Lagerfeld Collections 1983–2019 •
‘Virginie Viard: A Short Biography’ by Patrick Mauriès • The Virginie Viard Collections
2019-2020

All information is provisional and subject to change
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Japanese Dress in Detail
Josephine Rout, Anna Jackson

A unique insight into Japanese dress from the 18th century to today, explored
through sumptuous detail photography of some of the most fascinating pieces in
the V&A’s collections.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
June 2020

•

Specially commissioned detail photography, line drawings and authoritative text
make this publication an invaluable resource for students, collectors, designers and
lovers of fashion and world dress.

•

Featuring over 100 garments and objects, from luxurious ceremonial robes to
rarely seen everyday pieces, this book reveals the full scope of Japanese dress
throughout history.

•

Written by expert curators from the V&A, one of the top fashion and design
museums in the world, who have spent years studying these garments.

•

Other titles in this series include 18th-Century Fashion in Detail (978 0 500
292631), 19th-Century Fashion in Detail (978 0 500 292648) and 20th-Century
Fashion in Detail (978 0 500 294109).

•

Published to coincide with an exhibition at the V&A from 29 February to 7 June
2020.

Extent
208pp
Size
29.0 x 20.5cm
Illustrations
198 illustrations
Binding
Paperback with flaps
Price
£24.95
BIC AKT
Fashion & textiles: design
BISAC DES005000
DESIGN : Fashion

Description
Bringing together more than 100 items of clothing, this book reveals the intricacies of
Japanese dress from the 18th century to the present. Including garments for women,
men and children, the details have been selected both for their exquisite beauty and
craftsmanship, and for how much they impart about the wearer’s identity, be it age,
status or taste.
A comprehensive introduction, illuminating the main periods and key themes of
Japanese fashion history, is followed by thematic chapters that cover all aspects of
clothing, from hair accessories and necklines to hemlines and shoes. Each garment
or object is accompanied by a short text exploring its structure and the fascinating
range of decorative techniques employed, including embroidery, weaving, lacquering,
stencilling, dyeing and digital technology. Specially commissioned detail photography
and line drawings provide an invaluable resource for Japanophiles, students, collectors,
designers and lovers of fashion and world dress.
Author
Josephine Rout is a Project Curator in the Asian Department at the Victoria and Albert
Museum.
Anna Jackson is Keeper of the Asian department at London’s Victoria & Albert
Museumand Honorary Curator of the Khalili Collection.
Contents
Introduction • Necklines and Shoulders • Headwear • Sleeves • Waists • Waist
Accessories • Hems • Lining and Undergarments • Footwear • Further Reading •
Glossary • Picture Credits • Acknowledgments • Index
Target Market
All followers of fashion, costume and textiles; all Japanophiles.
1 June 2020

Advance Information
Kerry Hill: Complete Works
Kerry Hill, Introduction by Geoffrey London

The definitive monograph of the late Singapore-based Australian architect’s
practice, internationally admired for its ‘tropical modern’ design and luxury resorts.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
April 2022
Extent
440pp
Size
30.0 x 26.0cm
Illustrations
750 illustrations
Binding
PLC (with jacket)
Price
£60.00
BIC AMB
Individual architects &
architectural firms
BISAC ARC006000
ARCHITECTURE : Individual
Architects & Firms : General
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•

A comprehensive overview of the practice’s work, including the most recent largescale projects in Asia and Australia.

•

Hill’s deft embrace of modern design language applied to Asian vernacular
architecture has won him and his clients the highest accolades and respect across
the region and influenced an entire generation of young architects.

•

Including many lavish hotel designs in stunning locations, the book offers more
than a conventional architecture monograph, seducing the reader to armchairtravel to some of the world’s most beautiful places.

Description
The late architect Kerry Hill designed buildings that whisper rather than scream.
This beautifully illustrated book brings together a corpus of works from 1992 to the
present, with an emphasis on the actively ongoing practice’s recently completed
works, including the celebrated Aman hotels and resorts in Tokyo, Kyoto and outside
Shanghai, as well as important large-scale buildings in his home town, Perth.
Kerry Hill was one of the masters of 20th-century architecture, consistently designing
restrained, cleverly conceived buildings that often blurred the boundaries of defined
space with permeable screened walls and lush landscapes beyond. His practice’s
sensitivity to local materials and construction is renowned, resulting in architecture
with a lightness of touch that sits perfectly in its environment.
With recent projects such as the Amanyangyun hotel in China, the practice has
explored restoration, moving ancient trees and houses 700 km (435 miles) to be
meticulously reassembled and updated with modern-day touches to create a series of
historic villas set in bamboo groves. The Aman Kyoto resort, meanwhile, reimagined a
forest landscape initially slated as the garden for a textile museum as the setting for a
26-suite contemporary ryokan.
Documenting in detail more than fifty projects across Australasia, this is the only
comprehensive monograph of perhaps the most refined and respected architect of his
generation.
Author
Kerry Hill (1943–2018) was born in Perth, Western Australia, where he trained as an
architect. He left Australia for Hong Kong in the early 1970s, before founding his studio
in Singapore in 1979. Known for his sensitive and elegant work for the hospitality
industry, he also designed the city library and State Theatre Centre in his hometown,
as well as a number of exceptional private residences. Hill was awarded the Australian
Institute of Architecture’s Gold Medal in 2006. Geoffrey London is the Winthrop
Professor of Architecture at the University of Western Australia.
Target Market
Architecture students, practitioners and lovers.
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Habitat
Vernacular Architecture for a Changing Planet
compact edition

Edited by Sandra Piesik
Reduced-format edition of this landmark publication that celebrates
humanity’s age-old ability to create buildings ingeniously adapted
to their cultural and environmental conditions, providing enduring
lessons for today.

Author
Sandra Piesik is an architect
and founder of 3 ideas Limited,
a consultancy specializing in
architecture, design, cultural
research and technological
innovation. She now works with
Foster & Partners, where she
advises on vernacular construction
and materials. Piesik has been a
design consultant to Abu Dhabi’s
cultural ministry and is the author
of Arish: Palm-Leaf Architecture,
published by Thames & Hudson.

Marketing points

• Created by an international multidisciplinary team comprising
more than 100 academics, construction engineers, architectural
historians, material scientists and climatologists.
• Organized by climatic zones, an innovative new approach to the
subject that provides real-world insights into sustainable buildings in the
midst of global climate change and stresses the importance of preserving
disappearing craftsmanship and local knowledge.
• Compact format, comprehensive and highly visual, with specially
commissioned maps and climatic infographics and 1,000 illustrations, this
ambitious and important book is targeted at all who admire humankind’s
resilience and ingenuity.

Her reconstruction of a traditional
palm-leaf house in the Gulf
was highly commended by the
Architectural Review Emerging
Architecture Awards.

Specification
• 496 pages
• c. 1,000 illustrations
• 28.8 × 22.4 cm (11m × 8o in.)

All information on this sheet
is provisional and may be
altered without notice

Description

There has never been a more important time to understand how to make
the best use of local natural resources and create buildings that do not rely
on stripping our planet or transporting materials across the globe. First
published in 2017 in English-, French-, Spanish- and German-language
editions, this major publication gathers together the world’s leading experts
on vernacular architecture to examine how local buildings have stood the
test of time and offer lessons for the future.
The core of the book is arranged by climate zone, from desert to tropical,
temperate to arctic. Within each section, buildings are presented regionally,
showing how local climatic conditions and vegetation affect the evolution of
building styles. This central part is bookended by a range of essays exploring
the economic and anthropological aspects, while the reference section offers
information on materials science and engineering, including how buildings
have been adapted to contend with natural disasters.
The traditions of vernacular architecture have much to teach us. Given our
ecosystem’s increasing frailty, the architecture and building trade’s new
role in a post-digital era, and the desperate need to record fading cultural
traditions, the relevance of this book is greater than ever.
© 2019 Thames & Hudson. Confidential. Not to be disclosed to any third party.

Advance Information
Plants for the People

A Modern Guide to Plant Medicine
Erin Lovell Verinder
A 21st-century Herbal: a modern approach to an ancient wisdom.
Key Sales Information

THAMES & HUDSON
AUSTRALIA
Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2020
Extent
208pp
Size
23.0 x 18.0cm
Illustrations
80 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£19.95
BIC PST
Botany & plant sciences
BISAC HEA032000
HEALTH & FITNESS : Alternative
Therapies

•

A visual guide to plant-powered medicine, presenting forty easy-to-access, easy-touse herbs, including kitchen herbs.

•

Offers solutions for a fundamental, holistic approach to wellness.

•

Topics covered include: choosing the plant path; returning to our roots; whole plant
medicine; the wild healers; and recipes for teas, infusions, decoctions, syrups,
balms and much more.

Description
Plants are our past. Plants are our future. We are diminished if we can’t celebrate
plants, properly understand their powers and harness their energy to heal ourselves.
Plants for the People is an exploration of the plant world through the eyes of a master
herbalist, weaving ancient wisdom with a modern approach to plant medicine. This is
a beginner’s guide to using plants to restore vitality and a general sense of wellbeing,
with recipes for easy-to-make teas, tinctures, syrups, balms and baths. Throughout
there are golden tips and tonics for addressing common ailments such as bloating, bad
skin, lack of energy, winter coughs and colds, jangling nerves and many other presentday complaints.
An evolution of herbal-medicine books of the past, Plants for the People is a modern
presentation of an ancient craft. This is plant medicine’s time to shine.
Author
Erin Lovell Verinder is a fully qualified Western herbalist, nutritionist, energetic healer,
mentor and educator. She has walked the plant path for almost 20 years, working with
natural medicine to promote health and wellbeing. She is committed to empowering
others to reconnect to their innate ability to heal, and to look to nature for remedies and
insights.
Erin teaches regularly on the power of plant medicine. She has written for multiple
online platforms and magazines such as The Planthunter and Vogue Australia. Erin
lives and works in the lush, green surrounds of the Byron Bay hinterland.
Contents
Introduction • 1. The Plant Path • 2. Materica Medica • 3. The Wild Healers
Target Market
Curious wellness lovers and plant medicine connoisseurs.
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Advance Information
Cyclepedia
A Tour of Iconic Bicycle Designs Expanded Edition
Michael Embacher • Foreword by Paul Smith

Gift book, reference, inspiration, Cyclepedia will inspire lust and envy
in bike geeks, commuting cyclists and design aesthetes everywhere.
Key Sales Information
• Presents over 100 iconic bicycle designs, including ten exclusive to this updated
compact edition (original edition 978 0 500 515587).
• New Bicycles: Puch Mistral Ultima, 1982 (Austria); Moulton Speed S, 1997 (UK); FES,
1987 (Germany); Guerciotti, 1987 (Italy); Alan Record Carbono, 1987 (Italy); Look 196,
1996 (France); Textima Time Trial (GDR); Moser Hour Record, 1984 (Italy); Faggin, 1986
(Italy); Alex Singer, 1947 (France).

EXPANDED EDITION

• Includes bicycles from the early 1920s to contemporary icons, revealing how bicycle
design has developed over the past century, through technology, engineering, design
and experimentation.

Extent
304pp

• Illustrated throughout with exclusive full-colour photography by Bernhard Angerer,
depicting each bicycle up close and in detail.

Target Market
Gift, cycling enthusiasts, designers.

Size
15.8 x 20.6cm
Illustrations
500 illustrations
Binding
Hardback

Description
Architect and designer Michael Embacher’s unique collection of more than 250 bicycles,
the only one of its kind, was lovingly collected over many years and exhibited around
the world. This new compact edition of Cyclepedia offers an expanded selection of
Embacher’s finest, most unusual and most coveted pieces, despite the fact that the
collection is no longer intact.
With a foreword by design guru Paul Smith and a history of bicycle design by
Michael Zappe and Martin Strubreiter, this homage to the beauty of two wheels is
a celebration of the fastest, lightest, most innovative – and most inventive – bicycles
designed over the past century. This stunning, carefully curated selection features some
of the rarest, most beautiful and most sought-after bicycles from around the world,
including classic racing bikes from the Tour de France, high-tech machines that employ
the latest advances in materials science, and eccentric bikes designed for unusual
uses. With a redesigned layout that makes the most of Bernhard Angerer’s colourful
photography, this edition features ten new bicycles from Embacher’s collection,
including designs from Alex Singer, Alan, Textima and Puch.
Published in a new and more accessible compact format, Cyclepedia is a cornucopia
of all that bicycle design has to offer, the ultimate gift for cycling enthuasiasts everywhere.

Contents
Introduction by Michael Embacher • Foreword by Paul Smith • The Bicycles

Author
Michael Embacher is a Vienna-based architectural designer. His collection of more than
250 bicycles, amassed over many years, grew to become one of the most diverse in the
world. The Embacher Collection, as it is known, has been publicly exhibited in the US,
Israel and Vienna. Over 200 bicycles from the collection were auctioned in 2015.
1 October 2018

Provisional Publication
January 2019

All information is provisional and subject to change

Price
£14.95
ISBN 978 0 500 293973

Head Office
Thames & Hudson Ltd
181A High Holborn
London WC1V 7QX
T +44 (0)20 7845 5000
F +44 (0)20 7845 5050
E sales@thameshudson.co.uk
W www.thamesandhudson.com
Trade (Distribution & Accounts)
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Faraday Close, Durrington
Worthing, West Sussex BN13 3RB
T +44 (0)1903 828500/11
F +44 (0)1903 828801
E enquiries@lbsltd.co.uk/orders@lbsltd.co.uk

Advance Information
Running Wild

Inspirational Trails from Around the World
Julie Freeman, Simon Freeman

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
March 2022
Extent
256pp
Size
24.0 x 18.0cm
Illustrations
250 illustrations
Binding
Flexibound
Price
£19.99
BIC WSZ
Active outdoor pursuits
BISAC TRV001000
TRAVEL : Special Interest :
Adventure

•

A highly visual introduction to one of the world’s fastest-growing sports, which has
doubled in popularity in recent years.

•

Features twenty of the most exciting and transporting trail runs across the planet
and across every kind of terrain.

•

More than just a ‘best-of’ collection of routes: includes the complete lifestyle
around endurance running and the rich cultural, personal and natural experience of
‘going ultra’.

•

Draws on the authors’ extensive social network of the leading trail runners, brands
and local experts to provide true insider information.

Description
An inspirational collection of the world’s most beautiful scenic runs, selected by
the editors of cult independent running magazine Like the Wind.
Running is a wonderfully simple activity: pull on your shoes, pick a direction and go.
Although this age-old bipedal pursuit is an essential part of our nature, the different
types of trails around the world provide the settings for an infinite variety of human
experience. Along valleys and up mountains, through forests and across deserts, in the
cold or heat, high or low - running is ultimately about personal experience, physical,
mental, and even spiritual.
Targeted at both novice and experienced runners, this book presents the finest
trail-running locations around the world. From the heights of the Alps to the snow
trails of the Arctic, from African deserts to the outback Down Under, the editors of the
first independent running magazine have tapped their sources to present trails that
go deep into nature, offer physical challenges and provide the settings for personal
insights and achievement. Each run features local guides, cultural and natural
experiences and offers a unique challenge.
As trail-running events assume the popularity and buzz of music festivals - tens of
thousands of people run in some of the world’s toughest endurance races - this book
offers a passport to exotic places and experiences, on and off the trail, at a time when
getting off-grid and alone with yourself has never been more important.
Author
Simon and Julie Freeman are runners who started indy magazine Like the Wind in
2014 to tell the individual stories of runners and their personal experiences across the
entire sport. They are also founders of a social-media service for marketing endurance
sports. Through their company and the magazine, they are in touch with the world’s
leading trail runners and sports brands. They are based in London.
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Advance Information
New Map France

Unforgettable Experiences for the Discerning Traveller
Herbert Ypma
Following New Map Italy, the second book in Herbert Ypma’s series is the ultimate
visual guide to to the finest hotels and experiences France has to offer.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
July 2020
Extent
352pp
Size
26.0 x 20.0cm
Illustrations
550 illustrations
Binding
Flexibound
Price
£29.95
BIC WT
Travel & holiday
BISAC TRV009050
TRAVEL : Europe : France

•

Features more than 90 experiences and tips, from unique places to stay and the
best spots for authentic French cuisine to historical must-sees and quirky one-offs.

•

Covers France’s best-loved regions and cities: Marseille; Côte d’Azur; Arles;
Avignon; Aix-en-Provence; Lyon, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes & Burgundy; the Alps; Côte
d’Argent; Bordeaux & Île de Ré; Paris; Normandy & Brittany; and Corsica.

•

Includes beautiful new photography of every location by Herbert Ypma, ‘expert
globe trotter and travel guide guru’ (Luxury Travel Fair), as well as distinctive handdrawn maps and illustrations.

Description
Today’s discerning traveller is looking not merely for luxury but for a unique experience.
But in this age of low-cost flights and easy travel, how do you avoid the crowds and find
the hidden gems? Not via sponsored search results or thousands of indistinguishable
reviews, that’s for sure. What you need is on-the-ground, in-person, tried-and-trusted
knowledge.
In this new guide to France – the most visited country on the planet – Herbert Ypma
surprises and delights with his unequalled eye for detail and his unerring ability to
judge what makes the difference between a good experience and a truly memorable
one. The numerous experiences and tips that he maps out across the length and
breadth of France fall into four key categories. ‘Staying in Character’ presents thirtyfive
places to stay, from the grand to the eccentric, all embodying the soul and character of
their setting – whether it’s bedding down in a surf shack at Soulac-surMer or soaking
up centuries of history at the luxurious Château de Canisy. ‘Eclectic Experiences’ offers
thirty stand-out experiences, from climbing the Dune de Pyla to salsa-dancing in a
calanque (a fjord-like inlet); ‘Legend for Lunch’ points you in the direction of twenty of
the most authentic places to eat, while ‘Convincing Context’ presents ten experiences
enhanced by nuggets of history.
Together they amount to a new map of authentic French experiences, making this the
must-have 21st-century guide for the world’s most exacting traveller.
Author
Herbert Ypma is a bestselling author and photographer whose ground-breaking HIP
Hotels series inspired anentirely new genre of travel publishing. His many other books
include RSVP: Simple Sophistication, Effortless Entertaining, Amazing Places Cost
Nothing and the New Map series.
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Advance Information
The New Naturalists

Inside the Homes of Creative Collectors
Claire Bingham

Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
April 2022
Extent
224pp
Size
25.0 x 19.5cm
Illustrations
400 illustrations
Binding
PLC
Price
£30.00
BIC WJK
Interior design, decor & style
guides
BISAC DES010000
DESIGN : Interior Decorating

•

Reveals twenty fascinating collectors’ interiors from around the world, decorated
with everything from taxidermy and shells to semi-precious stones and pressed
flowers.

•

Eclectic and original inspiration for styling homes with natural decoration.

•

Provides tips and ideas from the collectors in box-out features offering practical
ideas for decorating any interior with natural objects.

•

Structured around the themes of the collections and where they have been
sourced, from shells foraged beside the sea to forest flora and fauna, offering
inspiration for wherever you live.

Description
Twenty collectors open their homes to reveal the weird and wonderful world of
natural objects.
From the cabinets of curiosity of the 19th century to today’s interest in foraged
decorations, obsessive and eclectic collectors of natural objects have long filled
their homes with their finds - everything from fossils and feathers to seeds and dried
flowers. This book offers a glimpse inside twenty homes of the most interesting
and creative collectors, revealing the stories behind their collections and how they
celebrate their love of nature in their everyday spaces.
This new generation of naturalists are using their collections to craft creative careers
and decorate their homes with their finds. From a German manor filled with antique
taxidermy to the Paris apartment of a sculptor working with feathers and an Italian
beachside retreat that showcases foraged shells and pebbles, this book provides
a wealth of inspiration for celebrating the beauty of the world around us more
sustainably. Practical tips on everything from curating a shelf of objects or using them
to decorate walls and surfaces offer plenty of ideas the reader can apply in their own
homes. With our ever-increasing interest in finding new ways to reconnect with nature,
this will be inspirational reading for all those who want to bring the outdoors in.
Author
Claire Bingham is an interiors journalist and author who has been finding, writing about
and photographing amazing homes for almost twenty years. Previously the homes
editor of UK Elle Decoration, she writes about interiors, travel, perfume and food for
publications worldwide including Vogue Italia, Sunday Times Style, Architectural
Digest and Grazia. She is the author of many books; her first with Thames & Hudson,
Wild Kitchen, was published in 2020.
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Advance Information
Off the Grid

Houses for Escape
Dominic Bradbury

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
February 2019
Extent
272pp
Size
29.0 x 23.0cm
Illustrations
310 illustrations
Binding
PLC (no jacket)
Price
£35.00
BIC AMKD
Houses, apartments, flats, etc
BISAC ARC003000
ARCHITECTURE : Buildings :
Residential
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Praise for Off the Grid
‘Stunning … [an] inspirational overview’ - Actual Size
‘Inspiring … If you’re interested in going down the alternative living route, this is your
handbook’ - Wallpaper*
‘A visual survey of eco-friendly architecture and a handbook on materials, technologies
and plans’ - BBC Culture
‘A sense of escapism runs through Off the Grid’ - Aesthetica
‘The key here is a desire to be as close to nature as possible, while still enjoying some
seriously stylish architecture and interiors … this is a book about escapism, which we
can vicariously enjoy via the printed page’ - Elephant
‘Cutting edge in both their architecture and their technology, almost every house
featured is also self-sufficient in terms of energy and water’ - House & Garden
‘This international selection - ranging from Thoreauvian writer’s cabins to two-storey
barns with acres of glazing - offers bracing independence from utilities and the chance
of a digital detox’ - World of Interiors
Description
Recent advances in technologies and home-generated renewable energy have made
building away from urban and rural infrastructures more practical and affordable than
ever. This survey of the world’s most innovative off-grid homes reveals the cuttingedge
architecture and technology that is enabling us to escape to some of the most
extraordinary natural environments on the planet.
All of the houses featured in this book are fully, or almost fully, self-sufficient in terms
of energy, water and, in some cases, food. Architecture and interior design expert
Dominic Bradbury reveals how each architect has made everyday living in these wild
and natural settings a rewarding and tempting reality. From snowbound cabins in the
far Northern Hemisphere to coastal retreats that can only be accessed by boat, the
diverse projects collected here show the innovative ways in which architects and their
clients are tackling extreme climates, remoteness and construction challenges to
enable a new way of life that is both liberating and sustainable.
The imperative to reduce our carbon footprints and refocus on renewable sources
of energy is having a profound impact on our domestic lives. This fascinating survey
demonstrates that creative architecture, design and technology are redefining the
possibilities for leading a truly rewarding and responsible lifestyle.
Author
Dominic Bradbury is a journalist and writer specializing in architecture and design.
He is the author of many books on the subject, including Mountain Modern, New
Brazilian House, Vertical Living, Mid Century Modern Complete, The Iconic Interior,
Mediterranean Modern, New Natural Home and The Iconic House, all published by
Thames & Hudson.
Related Titles
9780500021323 Artists’ Homes
9780500519097 Creative Living Country
9780500292563 Mountain Modern
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Advance Information
Shop Cats of China

Marcel Heijnen, Foreword by Catharine Nicol, Contributions by Ian Row

A charming collection of cats photographed in a range of quirky and atmospheric
shops across China.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
August 2021
Extent
160pp
Size
21.8 x 17.0cm
Illustrations
90 illustrations
Binding
Paperback with flaps

•

A delightful and intriguing photo book for cat lovers, revealing the shop cats of
China and their owners.

•

A fun and warm tribute to shopkeepers of all stripes, and to the feline companions
who bring them good fortune and commerce.

•

A unique glimpse into the richness of local cultures of China and the shops that
play a key role in everyday life.

•

Playful haiku poetry accompanies the photography throughout.

Description
China’s shop cats are little emperors of their own retail kingdoms, keeping rodents at
bay and enticing customers inside. And now they are also the stars of this delightful
little book, the companion to Shop Cats of Hong Kong.
Marcel Heijnen’s compelling photographs take you from shop to shop across the
provinces of China, where traditional retail and street life merge, rolling back the
shutters on a little bit of Chinese culture and a whole lot of moggy charm. Meanwhile,
Ian Row’s intuitive haiku and stories invite you into the cats’ innermost thoughts –
sometimes catty, sometimes sweet, but always with a whisker or two of love.
With 90 illustrations in colour

Price
£18.00

Author
Marcel Heijnen is a Dutch photographer and designer who has lived in Asia for over
twenty years. He lives in Hong Kong.

BIC WNGC
Cats as pets

Target Market
Gift; cat-lovers.

BISAC HUM009000
HUMOR : Topic : Animals
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Advance Information
Amy Winehouse: Beyond Black
Naomi Parry

Ten years after her untimely death, this affectionate and evocative visual
celebration tells the definitive story of the life and career of Amy Winehouse
through photographs and memorabilia and the recollections of those whose lives
she touched.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
September 2021
Extent
288pp
Size
29.0 x 22.2cm
Illustrations
300 illustrations
Binding
Hardback without Jacket
Price
£30.00
BIC AVH
Individual composers & musicians,
specific bands & groups
BISAC MUS050000
MUSIC : Individual Composer &
Musician
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•

Curated by Naomi Parry, Amy’s stylist and close friend, who is working with the
family and the Amy Winehouse Foundation, and who has unprecedented access to
Amy’s wardrobe and images from close friends, photographers and collaborators.

•

Back To Black won five Grammy awards and is the sixth-bestselling album of the
21st century. Amy has 8.25 million monthly listeners on Spotify and is still one of the
most popular musical artists among millennials. This book will provide an inspiring
and uplifting experience for Amy’s vast number of fans.

Description
The definitive story of Amy Winehouse’s life and career told through key
photographs, memorabilia and recollections by those who knew her best. Curated
by Amy’s stylist and close friend Naomi Parry.
Amy Winehouse left an indelible mark on both the music industry and pop culture with
her soulful voice and bold 60s-inspired aesthetic. Featuring stories and anecdotes
from a wide range of characters connected to Amy, specially commissioned
photography of memorabilia, styled and dressed themed sets incorporating Amy’s
clothing, possessions and lyrics, and previously unseen archival images, this volume
presents an intimate portrait that celebrates Amy’s creative legacy.
Interspersed throughout are personal reflections on Amy’s life and work, provided by
her friends, colleagues and fans. These include Ronnie Spector, Vivienne Westwood,
Bryan Adams, Little Simz, Carl Barât, close friend Catriona Gourlay, Douglas
Charles-Ridler (owner of the Hawley Arms), tattooist Henry Hate, goddaughter
Dionne Broomfield and DJ Bioux. Each one has a personal story to share and together
their anecdotes and reflections build into a complex picture of a much admired but
troubled star. Vice Culture Editor Emma Garland puts these insights into context with
an introduction that highlights the principal events and achievements in Amy’s life and
work, and the key characters that played a part in it.
Organized broadly chronologically, the book features newly shot lyric sheets, sketches
and ephemera together with contextual photographs and video stills, including album,
single and promotional artworks and outtakes. Punctuating the story are photographs
of dressed room sets each created, designed and styled especially for the book by
Naomi Parry to evoke a period or aspect of Amy’s life or personality, incorporating
Amy’s clothing, possessions, lyrics and other memorabilia.
With kind support from the Winehouse family.
With 300 illustrations in colour
Author
Naomi Parry is a creative director and curator based in London. While studying at the
London College of Fashion in 2005 she began her career as Amy Winehouse’s stylist.
Over the next six years she worked, travelled and even lived with Amy. She has worked
with a variety of music artists and been involved in a wide range of projects in fashion,
TV and film. More recently, she founded the company Future Archive to help brands
All information is provisional and subject to change
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Advance Information
The Rolling Stones: Unzipped

The Rolling Stones, Introduction by Anthony DeCurtis

An intimate and comprehensive presentation tracing the incredible musical career
and creative life of The Rolling Stones.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2021
Extent
288pp
Size
31.7 x 24.1cm
Illustrations
400 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£35.00
BIC AVGP
Rock & Pop music
BISAC MUS050000
MUSIC : Individual Composer &
Musician
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•

Accompanies a major exhibition of the same name, which started its tour in
October 2020 in the Groninger Museum, the Netherlands, and will be followed in
2021 by Denmark and Germany, and the UK in 2022; dates likely to be confirmed in
France, Spain and Italy.

•

Showcases specially commissioned photographs of The Rolling Stones’ musical
instruments, clothing, original album and single artwork, stage designs, lyric sheets
and tape boxes.

•

Features introductory text by music journalist Anthony DeCurtis and interviews with
Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Ronnie Wood, Charlie Watts, and collaborators Buddy
Guy, Martin Scorsese, Shepard Fairey, Don Was, Patrick Woodroffe, Anna Sui and
John Varvatos.

Description
More than fifty years after they began, The Rolling Stones continue to thrill and
surprise audiences with animated performances of immediacy and boldness.
Published to accompany the major touring exhibition of the same name, this book
captures the compelling character and dynamic spectacle of the band through
distinctive photography and textual insights by band members and their creative
collaborators.
The book opens with an incisive, illustrated narrative essay by music journalist
Anthony DeCurtis. In addition to stills from films, videos and documentary footage,
vivid photographic sections showcase the Stones’ musical instruments, their stage
clothing, album cover designs, notebooks with lyrics and tape boxes from the original
recording sessions.
The band’s willingness to collaborate with other musicians, producers, fashion and
stage designers, filmmakers and photographers has been crucial to their success
in keeping their music relevant to successive generations. And the voices of many
of these creatives are included alongside interviews with band members conducted
especially for the exhibition and the book. They provide fresh perspectives on the
creative ideas, music and ‘look’ that the band has sought to achieve throughout their
career. Buddy Guy discusses the blues roots of the Stones’ music; producer Don Was
outlines the band’s working method in the studio; fashion designers Anna Sui and
John Varvatos present the evolution of the band’s style; graphic designer John Pasche
reflects on designing the Stones’ iconic tongue logo; and lighting designer Patrick
Woodroffe shares insights on creating the live shows.
With 400 illustrations, 370 in colour
Author
The Rolling Stones - Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Charlie Watts and Ronnie Wood have all been interviewed specially for the exhibition and accompanying book. Anthony
DeCurtis is an author and music critic. He has written for the New York Times, Relix
and Rolling Stone, for which he is a contributing editor.
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Advance Information
Through the Prism

Untold rock stories from the Hipgnosis archive
Aubrey Powell
The most intriguing stories of creative endeavour, volatile relationships, excessive
lifestyles and bizarre events from the world of rock, as told by Hipgnosis cofounder, creative designer, photographer and filmmaker Aubrey Powell in twenty
thematic chapters.
Key Sales Information

Non Fiction
Provisional Publication
October 2021
Extent
320pp
Size
23.4 x 15.3cm
Illustrations
253 illustrations
Binding
Hardback
Price
£30.00
BIC AVGP
Rock & Pop music
BISAC MUS035000
MUSIC : Genres & Styles : Rock
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•

Scandal, drama, excess: the book is packed with exciting insider stories and
anecdotes featuring famous musicians, managers and actors.

•

Illustrated with personal behind-the-scenes shots of all the key protagonists,
together with artwork produced by Hipgnosis and photos taken by Powell.

•

The international tour of The Pink Floyd exhibition ‘Their Mortal Remains’, is
planned to resume in LA in spring 21 before going to Mexico City, Toronto and
then New York in autumn 22. A Hipgnosis retrospective exhibition will open at the
Groninger Museum, the Netherlands, in November 2021. A Hipgnosis documentary
will also be released on Sky Arts, autumn 2021.

Description
Founded in 1968 by Aubrey “Po” Powell, Storm Thorgerson and Peter Christopherson,
graphic design firm Hipgnosis gained a legendary status by transforming the look of
album art through their designs for AC/DC, Black Sabbath, The Police, Genesis, Led
Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, Paul McCartney, Syd Barrett, and The Who. In this lively volume,
Powell presents brutally honest, entertaining and revealing insider stories from the
world of rock, featuring an eclectic cast of pop stars, comedians, actors, managers,
gangsters, and inspirational world figures from 1966 on. His thrilling narrative is packed
with anecdotes - from the founding of Hipgnosis to surviving drugs busts, and from the
creative process behind the most iconic album artworks of all time to mounting the
Pink Floyd exhibition, Their Mortal Remains - and is richly illustrated with Hipgnosis
artwork and Powell’s own photographs.
Drama and creativity are the common threads throughout these amazing stories. With
candor and insightful reflection, Powell reveals how he and Storm became an effective
creative partnership despite their volatile relationship; how the final colour artwork
for Led Zeppelin’s Houses Of The Holy was created; how the most iconic album cover
of all time – The Dark Side Of The Moon – came about; and how the 2017 Pink Floyd
retrospective became the largest and most successful music exhibition ever mounted
by the Victoria and Albert Museum – despite the deeply antagonistic and dysfunctional
relationship between Roger Waters and David Gilmour. Throughout, Powell exposes
how the trappings of fame and glory upset the balance of everyday life, bringing
creativity and destruction in equal measure.
Packed with exciting insider stories and anecdotes featuring famous musicians,
managers, and actors, Through the Prism is a must-have for music and pop-culture
fans.
With 253 illustrations
Author
Aubrey Powell co-founded the album cover design agency Hipgnosis with Storm
Thorgerson in 1968. The company was at the vanguard of rock iconography, creating
some of the most innovative and surreal record cover art of the 1960s, 70s and
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